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ABSTRACT
The Pandora thesis project is focused on creating a hybrid media form that combines words,
images, video, and motion graphics into a dramatic narrative described in the thesis proposal as a
“Cinemagraphic novel.” This form is a merger of three areas in art: cinema (film/video), illustration
(graphic novels), and literature (language as art). The thesis work that encompasses Pandora is two
pronged: first, a study and execution of narrative subject, and second, the development of the
Cinemagraphic novel form and technique to carry that narrative.
As a literary work, Pandora reflects early 19th century romantic and gothic literature. Its themes are
concerned with the confrontations created when beauty and the grotesque are brought into the
philosophical dualities of truth and immortality as espoused by Burke, Kant, and Hugo. These themes
embrace the sublime (versus beauty) as defined by Burke to demand the sensation of awe, the infinite or
obscure, which could be the object of terror. These philosophical perspectives are addressed in Pandora
through a fictionalized autobiographical drama of Mary Shelley, the author of Frankenstein; or, The
Modern Prometheus and the macabre forces that inspired her horror masterpiece. The nature of the
sublime and the connection of man to elements larger than himself in a moral context are necessary to
carry the weight of the dramatic structure. This is accomplished by bringing historical figures together
through imaginative fictional plot bridges, providing factual and historical bases to create this original story
and an illusion of plausibility. Extensive research of the structure of the original Frankenstein story and
framing up Pandora to track in a similar manner was a large part of the thesis work in relation to its
depiction as a literary work. Similarly the narrative refers to the original Prometheus and Pandora of Greek
myth and invoking these archetypes in a modern context to deal with the moralities and ethics of modern
science.
The second stage of this thesis translated this narrative into Cinemagraphic novel form. A full film
production was undertaken that resulted in 35 minutes of narrative. The creation of the Cinemagraphic
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novel in editing was approached as an experimental work in which the process was as informative to the
work as the research. Typographical and illustrative narrative elements were developed to enhance the
visual language of the work. Referential research with regard to use of kinetic text, motion graphics, end
credit sequence techniques as well as silent film cinematic theory were utilized to define and execute this
new form, culminating in a cinematic graphic novel experience for the viewer.
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PROLOGUE
For a number of years, I have followed the scholarly developments regarding two historical figures:
Benjamin Franklin and Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley. One, the brilliant American inventor and statesman,
known as much for his wit as his scientific brilliance; The other; Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, the author of
Frankenstein at the age of 19, the most enduring horror novel of our time and member of an extraordinary
circle of English writers and poets. Both were extraordinary people in their time and continue to hold for
us the highest esteem for their enduring legacies.
For my own part, I have aspired in my writing endeavors to develop an original horror story that, if
I was lucky, would define a genre. During that process, it was a newspaper article that first brought my
attention to a curious fact about Franklin that for me linked him to Shelley's Frankenstein. In 1997 the home
in which Franklin lived while he worked in London representing American interests, was being restored by
an organization dedicated to the preservation of this historic place. A news story was published about
discoveries on the property;
“As restoration work by the Friends of Benjamin Franklin House began on 36
Craven Street, a Grade I listed house rescued from the brink of tottering collapse, a
small pit was found in the basement room. A human thigh bone was found. The coroner
and the police were notified. Excavation continued. More human bone surfaced. And
more. And more, until more than 1,200 pieces of bone were recovered. Since the bones
were too ancient to trouble Scotland Yard, they are now in the care of the Institute of
Archaeology, where experts have already determined that they range from an old man to
a human baby. Several skulls have been trepanned, and arm and leg bones chopped
through.
The most plausible explanation is not mass murder, but an anatomy school run by
Benjamin Franklin's young friend and protégé, William Hewson. He had been a pupil of
the most brilliant anatomist of the day, William Hunter, but the two fell out and Hewson
started his own anatomy school - at the home of his mother-in-law Margaret
Stephenson, just off the Strand, where Benjamin Franklin was also a lodger for 16 years.
He had a rich source of subjects at hand: the resurrection men could deliver bodies
stolen from graveyards to the Thames wharf at the bottom of the street, while there was
a weekly public execution at the gallows on the other side of the garden wall. Benjamin
Franklin, who was interested in absolutely everything - he was lucky to escape killing
himself or his guests at the demonstrations of electricity he was wont to give during
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dinner parties -, must have attended the public dissections.” 1
This news story gave rise to a host of associations for me, beginning with Franklin's extraordinary
experimentation with electricity to images of Shelley's mad Victor Frankenstein resurrecting the dead by
harnessing the power of lighting. I began to imagine a world where these two figures may have coexisted
(although Franklin died a few years before Mary's birth.) It was then that I conceived the idea that
Frankenstein could perhaps be an autobiography of Mary Shelley if Franklin lived at the same time and
inspired her work. Scholars have long written about Shelley's influences in writing Frankenstein, from the
loss of her 3 children and husband to the extraordinary advances in science that were taking place during
her time. Still many wonder at what would inspire her to write about resurrecting the dead at the age of 19.
My next Eureka came upon reading Franklin's epitaph, which he wrote during his lifetime. It was a
curious bit of prose that leaves the reader wondering at his intentions:
The body of
B. Franklin, Printer
(Like the Cover of an Old Book
It’s Contents torn Out
And Stript of its Lettering and Gilding)
Lies Here, Food for Worms.
But the Work shall not be Lost;
For it will (as he Believ'd) Appear once More
In a New and More Elegant Edition
Revised and Corrected
By the Author.
Further research revealed that Franklin, while he took interest in all things scientific, did write some
unusual letters in 1773 to French scientist Jacques Barbeu-Dubourg, His observation of the revival of the
dead by observing drowned fruit flies found in Madeira wine, when exposed to the sun, made him hopeful
that there was some scientific basis to preserving the body for later rejuvenation:
"I should prefer to an ordinary death, being immersed with a few friends in a cask of
Madeira, until that time, then to be recalled to life by the solar warmth of my dear country!
1

Kennedy, Maev, “Benjamin Franklin's house: the naked truth,” The Guardian, August 11, 2003.
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But in all probability, we live in a century too little advanced, and too near the infancy of
science, to see such an art brought in our time to its perfection" 2
Franklin also had a genuine interest in utilization of electricity on living things and in 1750
discussed in a letter to his brother John that he had conducted experiments with Leiden Jars (a type of
battery) and attempted to electrocute a turkey to record the effect, an act that knocked him unconscious
and produced violent seizures when he came into contact with the apparatus, almost killing himself in the
process. Having been a wit and a humorist it is difficult to picture these episodes without a hearty laugh,
except that Franklin approached all that was put before him with wonder and vigor of curiosity. In a time
when little was known in science and the possibilities were endless, that an apple falling from a tree could
produce an understanding of the basic and enduring Newtonian law of gravitation, these experiments
seem quite plausible and informative.
Both of these historical figures were fascinated with the idea of immortality in one form or
another. Shelley’s own life was rife with tragedy and the loss of loved ones, including her beloved Percy
Bysshe Shelley and three of their children at an early age. She went on to write several other works: The
Last Man, The Mortal Immortal and The Reanimated Roman, all concerned with immortality and the nature of
the philosophical results of contemplation of infinity on the human psyche.
With images of Mary Shelley's Frankenstein creature brought back from the dead by lighting and
references to Franklin's extraordinary experiments in electricity, these two minds seemed to fit together
naturally in the realm of fiction. With Franklin's epitaph leaving us with a question of immortality and
Shelley's other novels, namely The Mortal Immortal, I imagined a man who could not die and a woman who
could be inspired to define the sublime qualities of immortality. My novel idea for Pandora was brought to
life. With the germination of the concept I began to write Pandora the novel with the following prologue;
“It was there, in the villa on Lake Geneva that I first came upon my idea to write my little
horror. I wonder how, as just a young girl, I came to think of, and to dilate upon, so very
2

Franklin, Benjamin, “Mr. Franklin, His Personal Letters,” LIFE Magazine, Jan 9, 1956 Vol. 40, No. 2, 86.
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hideous an idea. But I pose this question in rhetorical jest, for I know well its birthright, its
source and its effect on all my life… if life you can call it…”
“But I digress…”
“It is my desire to scribe this story, for I know that it is unbelievable. I pray that these pages
survive and that someday the true telling can be told, because its implications for society,
science and history are of the utmost and serious nature. It was here in this place that nature
was undone, that she was subverted and bastardized for purposes I can only believe were
born out of man’s blindness, ego and arrogance.”
“Now I lay captive in this unknown place far to the north, prisoner of a man I trusted. I
have kept my promise until now, that I would keep his dark secret, but with his betrayal I will
let it pour fourth like hurricane to paper, for I may not live to see morning.”
Mary Shelley, Scotland
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PANDORA: The Cinemagraphic Novel,
Development of a New Narrative Media Form.
The HD video of Pandora is available at: www.Marywollstonecraftshelley.com

1. Introduction:
The Theoretical & Historical Context of the Cinemagraphic Novel as a New Art Form
The purpose of “The Cinemagraphic Novel” is to act as a new vehicle for media narrative. This
form has yet to be developed in the media industries except as it has been created in the framework of this
thesis project in the spring of 2012 and in 2013 as a part of this graduate project. The form is best
described as a mixture of media and stylized technique utilized together to create a motion graphic novel
that fully incorporates video, motion graphics and kinetic text. The art form also uses music, sound effects
and voiceovers to enhance the narrative.

Image 1: Chart: Components of The Cinemagraphic Novel
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The Cinemagraphic Novel is a new media hybrid3 that pulls from three different traditional forms; Film,
Illustration and Literature. As these artistic categories have developed over time and incorporated more
modern aesthetics and techniques, they have given rise to new hybrids such as animation/motion comics,
novels/scripts, and Comic books/Graphic Novels. Utilizing the basis of those sub genres and merging the
subgenres once again one arrives at another unique form, The Cinemagraphic Novel.
The diagram above is a visual representation of the sources of the Cinemagraphic Novel from a
technical perspective. The outer larger circles represent the oldest art forms (Film, Literature and
Illustration), and the smaller subsets being more recent and derivatives of those older forms (Animation/
Motion comics, Scripts/ Novels, and Comic books/ Graphic Novels). Finally, the newest form, the
Cinemagraphic Novel, is a development derived directly from increasingly sophisticated technology and the
inner subsets are a merging of those forms. While there have been an expanding number of emergent
hybrid forms, there has not been much in the way of scholarly discussion of these developments to
describe and understand these works from a theory perspective. The industry that is producing new and
exciting work is moving quickly and is for the most part outside the scholastic system and in the
professional entertainment world where most pioneers are being rewarded handsomely for new
innovations in their art through release of their work commercially. The unique aspect of this thesis is that
it focuses on the development of a form that equally carries aspects of all three genres. There are examples
of two of these subsets merging but none that merge all three (i.e. Motion comics and Graphic Novels.)
This is the case because the literature/language component is most often left out because sound can so
easily replace it (referencing silent film and talkies.) The Cinemagraphic Novel is an effort to create work
that carries all three aesthetics equally. The work in the thesis was about delivering them equally, which is a
challenge that is continual, given the other considerations necessary in creation, i.e. aesthetic, narrative

3

Theodotou, Pamela, “Reflection on impact of research, Stark Justice: a Neo noir Cinemagraphic novel,
development of a new media vehicle for classic noir and pulp fiction narrative.” Paper presented CCAD MFA
Thesis Seminar, Spring 2012.
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requirements, style etc. The balance necessary in creating one of these works is paramount and while the
production of two such works, Stark Justice and Pandora, are fine examples of the process, they each exhibit
and favor one or another of the three genres. A fine-tuned development of the perfect balance creating a
true Cinemagraphic Novel is still underway.

Image 2: Stark Justice: The Cinemagraphic Novel
The development of the first Cinemagraphic Novel took a great deal of experimentation. In the
project Stark Justice, completed in spring 2012 (Stark Justice: www.Starkjusticeseries.com) early in the preproduction process it was clear that the story needed to be told powerfully through the visuals. To preserve
the literary aspects of the form, much like motion comics, storyboards needed careful planning so that the
narrative was conveyed smoothly and effectively though text. The use of sound remained a question until
the very end of the project and was highly dependent on the strength of the visuals and the ability of them
to carry the story effectively. Eventually, much like in silent movies, music was an effective and dramatic
vehicle and kinetic text was utilized to carry the narrative. Working in Final Cut Pro, experimentation with
as many effects and filters as possible was part of the artistic process and the stylized product played nicely
13

to a very stylized genre of neo-noir film and comics.
The work Pandora went through the same process because some elements discovered last year as
hallmarks to the form remained, but some were not appropriate for the narrative. Therefore, some latitude
and experimentation with the form was necessary given the change in style, nature of the narrative and the
cinematic quality of these elements when they came together in editing.
To understand the ideal derivation of a Cinemagraphic Novel, one must examine the work from
which it evolves. The popularity for graphic novels and the films they have generated, such as Frank
Miller’s Sin City4 and 3005, has been the inspiration of this work. Both films originated from comic book
stories and the filmmaker decisively retained hallmarks of the art form on the motion picture. These
examples are the beginnings of new ideas that not only take comics to film but to bring film into comics.
This referral of film into comics can partially be seen with the development of the new Motion Comics
that have been developed, but this form can be better described in terms of animation since it resembles
stop motion. The key to the development of the Cinemagraphic Novel is to retain the aesthetics of the
written word and the experience of reading a book. It is not meant to be a version of either film or
literature but and an expression of a new narrative experience.
From a scholarly perspective it is important to examine the development of these close cousins to
be able to differentiate the Cinemagraphic Novel form. Motion comics have been defined as digitized,
panel-by-panel, animated translations of comic books or graphic novels. It is a new art form developed
and introduced to the public only in the last 5 years although its earliest incarnation can be linked back to
the release of Broken Saints in 2001. In 2005, Lions Gate released an animated version of the Saw: Rebirth
comic, one of the first examples of an animated comic created to tie into a film franchise. The first major
motion comics released, which is also the first use of the term "motion comic," were released by Warner
4
5

Miller, Frank. Sin City. DVD. Directed by Frank Miller, Robert Rodriguez, Quentin Tarentino, New York,
Dimension Films (2005).
Miller, Frank. 300. DVD. Directed by Zack Snyder, New York, Warner Brothers (2006).
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Brothers, the owner of DC Comics. They coincided with the film premieres of The Dark Knight and
Watchmen, as well as the release of an adaptation of Batman: Mad Love and Watchman: Motion Comics6
Warner Bros.' adaption of D.C.'s Watchmen into the motion comic’s format was the genre’s most
significant adaptation and the work gained high visibility due to Warner Brother’s promotion of the liveaction film version of the graphic novel. Produced simultaneously in print comic and motion comic
formats, Marvel Comics also began producing motion comics, starting with an adaptation of Joss Whedon
and John Cassaday's Astonishing X-Men and a Spider Woman series by Brian Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev.
They have also recently announced the addition of Extremis.7 Other important adaptations have included
Batmen: Black and White, Stephen King’s "N." and I Am Legend.
In researching the development of the motion comic, it is valuable to examine the ways in which
different studios have developed different styles for the animation of their static source materials. While
some faithfully depict and represent the integrity of the original comic panels, including the use of
speech/text bubbles and extremely limited use of character movement (e.g., Watchmen), others stay true to
the original art work of the comic but present a more traditional "Saturday-morning-cartoon" animation
look and technique (e.g., The Astonishing X-Men). Still others use no animation at all, relying instead on
camerawork to "animate" still images (e.g., Stephen King’s “N”.)8 The motion comic The Walk Dead 9 has
also had several lives as comic, motion comic and TV series.
This thesis will also examine the genre of silent film since the Cinemagraphic Novel resembles the
art form for its lack of spoken word as dialogue and its cinematic technique. This is an important
distinction from motion comics because there is film theory invoked in the creation of the Cinemagraphic
6

7
8
9

“Watchmen Motion Comic,” http://www.watchmenmotioncomic.com/.
Howell, Peter, "Watchmen: The Complete Motion Comic," Toronto Star, March 3, 2009.
McBride, Sarah, "Web Draws on Comics," Wall Street Journal, July 18, 2008.
Marvel Motion Comics. http://www.Marvel.com
Cunningham, Douglas A., “Motion Comics,” SCMS Panel presentation Los Angeles July 31, 2009; March 17- 21,
2010, http://call-for-papers.sas.upenn.edu/node/33327
The Walking Dead, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhhQRkvcJQ4
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Novel. Narrative as structure in film comes from the theoretical concept of montage. Pandora was created
with and eye toward a strong film structure and aesthetic, therefore it is helpful to look to film theory to
describe the work. Stark Justice, its predecessor is more stylized to include more illustrative elements and
while it will not be discussed at length here, it is a valuable work to consider in the large scheme and
discussion of theoretical development of the art form.
The desire to work with current media to develop new media forms comes from an ever-growing
desire of both artists and viewers to explore. The question of whether this art form is interesting and
whether audiences will be drawn to it can be answered not only in the increased amount of interest in
multimedia and new generations of artistic forms for many narrative vehicles, but also in the recent
renewed interest in silent film. In 2005, the H.P. Lovecraft Historical Society produced a silent film version
of Lovecraft's story The Call of Cthulhu. This film maintained a period-accurate filming style, and was
received as both "the best HPL adaptation to date" and, referring to the decision to make it as a silent
movie, "a brilliant conceit.”10 The 2011 French film The Artist, written and directed by Michel Hazanavicius,
plays as a silent film and is set in Hollywood during the silent era.11 The film won best picture and
numerous other awards at the 2011 Academy Awards. The American feature length silent film Silent life
started in 2006, features performances by Isabella Rossellini and Galina Jovovich, is to premiere in 2013.
The film is based on the life of the silent screen icon Rudolph Valentino, known as the Hollywood's first
"Great Lover."
The quest for the narrative is always in play. With the continued development of new forms in
media and an ever-present interest in revisiting the past and reinventing it, the Cinemagraphic Novel is an
effort to bring classic modes of expression together with new technologies to deliver new narrative
content. Its audience will be individuals who enjoy media and new ways to deliver the written word,

10
11

Sci Fi Channel Website, http://www.syfy.com/
Cannes Film Festival, http://www.festival-cannes.com/assets/Image/Direct/041179.PDF
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moving image and music.
While the main focus of this thesis from an overarching perspective is about the creation and
description of the Cinemagraphic Novel is also about the generation of a unique narrative and how the
two processes are interrelated. When considering the creation of one of these novels one must take special
care with the treatment of the media and how it is developed captured and translated in this form. The
process of researching, writing, filming, illustrating and editing the narrative is processed based from the
artistic perspective. The work informs the process and the process informs the work. Much of what has
been created as the work titled Pandora is a function of a series of artistic decisions. In some respects
other experiments may have lead to different aesthetics and results, and it is expected that further works,
like a Graphic Novel, will be generated out of the original footage to then further inform the work for a
second stage of development to include more illustration and motion graphic work. In that regard it is
reasonable to consider this project as Pandora 1.0 and that a Pandora 2.0 will be forthcoming.

1.1 Film, Literature & Illustration
1.1.1 Film Theory; Form, Signification and Abstraction
The usage of text in the creation of the Cinemagraphic Novel is a very important hallmark of the
art form. The use of text speaks to the forms root in both film and literature. Silent films had no
synchronized sound for dialogue; therefore onscreen intertitles were used to narrate. An intertitle (title
card) is a printed textual card edited into the film used to display the dialogue or narration. The title writer
became a key professional in silent film and was separate from scenario writers who created the narrative.
Intertitles (or titles as they were generally called at the time), which often became graphic elements
themselves, featuring illustrations or abstract decoration that commented on the action. In this new
modern era the beauty and versatility of kinetic text is the improvements on the intertitle much like color
or software effects have been the improvement for film in general. The first intertitles were found in the
17

British film Scrooge, or, Marley's Ghost (1901)12 and the first Academy award ceremony in 1929 included an
Oscar for “Best Title Writing.”
This is not to say that silent films were ever really silent. Actually, the opposite was true, before
1930 there were a wide range of accompaniments to silent film including sound and sound effects, all
performed live. This also included the film narrator in Japan (Benshi) and full orchestration in large
metropolitan film houses all over the world.13
References to silent film in Pandora are inevitable because the narrative is strongly tied to both
written text presented through motion graphics as well as several points in the work where title cards are
used to convey dialogue between characters. From a theoretical standpoint, silent film is also important
because of its intellectual qualities. Film critical theorist Rudolph Arnheim, publishing in the 1930's, looked
to silent film as the height of cinematic accomplishment. In his Film as Art, his perspective reflecting the
question of whether film is art is relevant to the Cinemagraphic discussion. To Arnheim, all media has
multiple purposes, only one of which is aesthetic; but in its aesthetic function it makes one focus on the
medium itself. Therefore poetry returns us to words, not to messages, and painting focuses on line, color,
composition and other formal qualities. Film art returns us to the basis of the medium rather than the
world it pictures.14 Arnheim's concerns were of the purity of the form and his fear was that film artists
would move from form to form giving up a purity of cinematic expression.15 The advent of talking film,
he felt, that instead of a highly flexible set of physical sign systems, filmmakers provided audiences with a
semblance of gross realism. In his estimation anyone with an eye for depth and sophistication of
expression would note that cinema had “bartered away its purity.”16 In Arnheim's view the grace a beauty
of the image that was the medium was being de-emphasized. Cinematic form was a unification of a series
12
13
14
15
16

Elliot, Kamilla, Dickens on Screen, John Glavin, ed. (London: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 117.
Elsaesser, Thomas and Malte Hagener, Film Theory an Introduction through the senses, (New York; Routledge, 2010),
16, 132.
Andrew, J. Dudley, The Major Film Theories, (London: Oxford University Press, 1976), 27-28.
Ibid., 34.
Ibid., 35.
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of sign systems (lighting, gesture, editing, composition) had become by the 1930's with the advent of
talkies, simply a mash up of imitations of reality.17
The author J. Dudley Andrew, summarizes in his book, The Major Film Theories, Arnheim's concern
for sound in film:
“The sound film failed as art in every way. It tried to pass itself off as approaching reality,
forgetting that art exists only when attention flows back to the medium. Second, it enshrined
one of its parts (dialogue) at the expense not only of other de-emphasized parts, but at the
expense of the organic whole... The technological check against sound had kept film energy
flowing productively into well organized, well balanced films, films in which all aspects
worked in harmony. Sound forces every element to serve the plot and dialogue at it tries to
insist on the reality of its content.”18
Film theorist Andre Bazin also provides valuable insight to the proposed idea of a Cinemagraphic
Novel proposal. Although his commentary is, in reflection of silent film, nonetheless true in the
consideration of new forms. Bazin believed the raw material of cinema was made to signify through
various cinematic means and it achieved it proper signification when it properly finds its form. Film makers
can make reality (the raw material) significant in a humanly valuable way (the form), in other words most
film makers signify in the making of a film but what kind of signification have they formed? So
signification is the result of style; significance is the result of form.19
These two theorists are important to this concept of Cinemagraphic Novels because they describe
the ultimate question. Why is the form interesting and how does it enrich our experience. From a cinematic
perspective Arnheim might be supportive of the form for the elimination of the distraction of vocalized
dialogue, that the cinematic quality is allowed to sing, that the image is purely put forth. The viewer is
drawn into the image and brought into the significance of the image rather than simply reflecting on it as
reality. For the Cinemagraphic Novel is also about language and how the viewer interprets these signs
without the interpretation being delivered by the sound in a prepackaged design. Both Eisenstein and
17
18
19

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., 142-143.
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Arnheim went furthest in support of seeing silent film as a symbol system being more evocative than
verbal language.20
The Cinemagraphic Novel also necessitates certain treatments of the raw image to bring to it the
illustrative qualities necessary to convey the narrative. In the framework of theoretical analysis this form
would be considered a closed form of cinema, which is also discussed in the section regarding plot and
narrative of this thesis, since they go hand in hand. The Cinemagraphic Novel necessitates a “closed”
form. This refers to the film that depicts a universe that closes upon itself in that it only provides elements
that are necessary to the film narrative. George Melies films that experimented with cinematic techniques
and trick shots21 were in constant reference to themselves. Likewise, the films of Fritz Lang (Metropolis),
Alfred Hitchcock (Rear Window) and David Fincher (Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, Se7en) all present a
predetermined place following the dictates of some invisible but omnipresent master plan.22
In the context of form and function in film theory, the lack of dialogue as well as highly stylized
closed presentation of the Cinemagraphic Novel presents the viewer with a very directed experience.
However, in classic silent film theory the negation of some modern film vehicles like dialogue also free the
viewer from interpretation, allowing a freedom of experience.

1.1.2 Graphic Novels
Graphic Novels as a whole are an important aspect of the development of the Cinemagraphic
Novel and some review of their origins are important. Interestingly, one of the first artists to create a
complex narrative with specific images coupled with text was William Blake (1757–1826). Reference to his
work is not only important with regard to discussions of illustration but also for narrative content, that will
be discussed later in this paper in relation to Pandora as a reflection of the sublime.
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The evolution of the Graphic Novel has been revolutionary for the comic industry in that highly
complex literature is being handled through this form that comic serials were not set up to do. Additionally,
as artists began to create graphic novels and dedicate themselves to this new form, many limitations to art,
as only seen through a comics lens, fell away. Early graphic novels were essentially novel length comics
where narratives could become more complex and they began to reflect more aspects of their literary
cousins, the novel. Important artists and works were created along the way, breaking barriers in these
genres. The term "graphic novel," used first in 1964, was later popularized with Will Eisner's A Contract
with God in 1978. The popularity of the form saw commercial success in the 1980's with Spiegelman's Maus
and Moore and Gibson's Watchmen. Frank Miller's The Dark Knight Returns paved the way for the more
popularly known film versions of Sin City and 300.
The writing of Neil Gaimon and the art of Dave McKean have been a strong inspiration for many
graphic novelists and the originality of the narrative outside of the more classic superhero genre has been
groundbreaking. While other artists like Spiegelman also worked outside the superhero genre with sharp
and smart political works, they still can be categorized as having a root in illustration, as a political vehicle
and considerably like political cartoons, which have a long history in the genre. In respect to the
development of the work in this thesis it is the cinematic work of Frank Miller and the literary work of
Neil Gaimon that inspire this project. In the realm of Graphic Novels, it is Gaimon that continues to push
unique styles and themes in the narratives of science fiction and Miller who blurred the boundaries of film
and illustration.
Graphic Novels are an established art form and there are very specific aspects of that type of form
that translate to the Cinemagraphic Novel form. Most importantly is the narrative text and how it relates to
the images. Narration and dialogue as they relate to the text is handled in a completely different way than in
film, silent film or in literature. The text is generally condensed and visually kinetic to propel a story
forward. In the creation of a Cinemagraphic Novel these aspects are important considerations because
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they affect clarity, story, pacing, and emotional impact. Word choice and how it relates to the imagery is
crucial to the design of the story arc and how it is depicted.

1.1.3 Motion Graphics, Typography and Language
Motion graphics are another important element in the creation and the future of the
Cinemagraphic Novel. While one aspect of the Novel is the filmed content (video), another important
component is the moving typography as well as the movement given to illustrative elements to tell and
enhance the story.
Modern film has revisited the art of titling when after the advent of the talking picture it had been
reduced to names on a card at the beginning of a film. Since the development of motion graphics, film
titling has risen to an art form that many viewers have come to appreciate. Artists like Danny Yount have
been behind the art direction genius of film titles such as Sherlock Holmes (see still montage below), Ironman,
Kiss Kiss Bang Bang and RocknRolla.23 All of these films exhibit a comic book aesthetic and it seems likely
that if Cinemagraphic Novels are to be developed fully, that an elaborate use aftereffects and other motion
graphics software packages will be utilized. The below representation of some of the cards of the title
sequence of Sherlock Holmes have acted as an inspiration for the Pandora Project. The antique style of the
depictions, the stills pulled from the film reworked on parchment, and the ink blotch qualities are all
stylistically important to Pandora.
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Image 3: Sherlock Holmes (2009) Titling Screenshots
Use of language in lieu of sound narration or dialogue was a conscious choice in the filming of
Pandora from the beginning. No usable sound was captured during filming and the soundtrack was
discarded in the editing process. The written word is of paramount importance to authors and readers alike
and there is an inherent joy in the written word that readers take in experiencing a graphic novel and
absorbing both the illustration and the story. The visual qualities of the written word, absorbing them
though the mind and allowing them to make an impression on the consciousness is part of the viewer’s
experience and cannot be duplicated if sound is substituted. The Cinemagraphic Novel preserves this
experience of reading that involves the viewer in this cerebral way. Reading text provides a reflection of the
characters voice in the mind.
The Cinemagraphic Novel has no vocal track and the importance of the words on the screen is not
only a stylistic choice but also an important philosophical choice that harkens back to the silent film theory
as discussed above. Discussion of the importance of language and the written word are a necessary
analysis here for the use of words in this context requires strong intention and theoretical support.
Philosophers of language beginning with John Locke described what they perceived as 'hidden voices' in
23

language: a conscious understanding coupled with the expression of clearly definable ideas. Belonging to
the subject that speaks them, language communicates discourses, whether they are ideological or cultural.
These discourses are not in the speaker's direct possession. The realization that individuals are not in full
possession of language, that language is contaminated by the discourse of 'others', caused anxiety for
Enlightenment thinkers because of the challenge it posed to the ideology of possessive individualism. 24
Philosophers such as Bonnot De Condillac, Rousseau and Monboddo described language as a mode of
transmission, of both knowledge and cultural inheritance.25 It is this aspect of individualism that is
preserved if the viewer obtains the story through a Cinemagraphic Novel, a Graphic Novel, or silent film.
In Book Three of John Locke's An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, 'Of words', Locke
theorizes that an idea, and the word which signifies the idea, is arbitrary. He believes in the subjective
nature of thought and therefore of language: 'words, in their primary or immediate signification, stand for nothing
but the ideas in the mind of him that uses them. In Locke’s view ideas are derived from sensation. If these ideas
are associated with particular words, an opportunity for distortion takes place. Therefore, language is
always secondary-an afterthought.26 When applied to the written word with reference to the Cinemagraphic
Novel, there is a direct comparison to the idea of reading a novel and the sensation one gets as they read.
There is not the outside distortion that Locke describes when the influence of sound enters the experience.
Silent film theory proposes that sound in language is the contaminator, that sound reflects too much
intention and the written word and true understanding originates directly through the viewer and not
through the spoken work and all the supplemental information that accompanies it.27
It is Locke's deep concern for the lack of fluidity of language and how it affects the autonomy of
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individuals. In reality Locke's concern is not over language, but over its use of it.28 As civilizations develop,
language becomes increasingly methodical, less expressive and more exact and this is increased with the
invention of writing: Writing, which would seem to crystallize language, is precisely what alters it. It
changes not the words but the spirit, substituting exactitude for expressiveness. Feelings are expressed in
speaking, ideas in writing.29 Use of written language is a more exact expression of the idea. It is thus that
when we read fiction for example we are closest to the author’s source of information and as viewers can
appreciate the exact intention of the author, story, character or other expression.
Locke views words as a signifier for ideas. These ideas belong to the individual as he has acquired
them through his own sensory experience. Locke was concerned about the difficulty of re-establishing a
relationship between words and ideas once meaning has become 'obscured' through dialogue,30 thus the
importance of original ideas presented in writing and viewed by the viewer directly as a signifier to
determine significance directly.
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2. The Narrative Subject

Image 4: Pandora: Mary Shelley
To introduce the topic of the specific narrative concerning this thesis, the words of esteemed
scholar and expert on Mary Shelley and her novel Frankenstein, Harold Bloom opens his book of collective
essays about the topic with a precise description of Mary Shelley's legacy;
The motion-picture viewer who carries his obscure but still authentic taste for the sublime to
the neighborhood theater, there to see the latest in an unending series of Frankensteins,
becomes a sharer in a romantic terror now nearly one hundred and fifty years old. Mary
Shelley, barely nineteen years of age when she wrote the original Frankenstein, was the
daughter of two great intellectual rebels, William Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft, and the
second wife of Percy Bysshe Shelley, another great rebel and an unmatched lyrical poet. Had
she written nothing, Mary Shelley would be remembered today. She is remembered in her
own right as the author of a novel valuable in itself but also prophetic of an intellectual
world to come, a novel depicting a Prometheanism that is with us still.31
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2.1 Frankenstein Plot/ Film Treatment
Pandora is based on a fictional autobiography of Mary Shelley and poses itself as at true telling of
what inspired her horror masterpiece, therefore it is important to briefly review the plot of Frankenstein.
While it is not necessary to know the details of the original book, it certainly deepens the effect on the
reader to fully comprehend the mirror plots, duel references and ironies in the narrative of Pandora.
Frankenstein begins in the arctic, aboard ship with the explorer Robert Walton looking for the North
East Passage. His crew discovers a man on an ice flow, barely alive, and brings him on board where his
identity is revealed as Victor Frankenstein. Walton relates Victor's story in a series of letters to his sister
and the flashback of Victor's life commences. Victor begins his tale with details of his family, childhood
and education; medical studies which leave him unfulfilled as he questions the accepted science and
explores chemistry, alchemy and electricity to discover the origin of the life. Delving deeper into the darker
aspects of science he devises a plan to re-animate a cadaver. Having been successful he repents and spurns
the creature, turning away from his creation in disgust and fear. Victor’s health is severely affected and in
the time it takes him to recover, tragedy has stuck at his family's home in Switzerland.
Justine, the family housekeeper is accused of strangling Victor’s younger brother William and
Victor rushes home. He suspects immediately that the killer is in fact the creature, but cannot reveal his
own guilt in the matter nor is he able to rescue Justine from the gallows. He leaves the town for refuge in
the mountains to wrestle with his conscience when the creature confronts him in the Alps. The creature
demands that Victor make him a mate so that he will not have to live life alone. He goes on to describe
what has happened to him since the night of his creation. He wondered until he found an “adopted
family” that he observed and emulated. He also came across Victor's coat and journal from the night of his
abandonment by Victor, using the journal and his observations of the family to teach himself to read.
Armed with information about his creator, he is able to track down Victor's family and exact revenge on
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him by killing his brother.
Victor finally agrees he will make a mate for the creature and in turn the creature will take his
companion and leave Victor in peace. Victor begins preparations to repeat his experiment and sets up his
lab in Scotland with his colleague Clerval who nursed him the health the first time. Before the companion
can be completed, Victor destroys it and the first creature vows revenge. While dumping the second body
off the coast the creature murders Clerval and Victor is put on trial by the local magistrate. He is eventually
released, returns home to marry his fiancé, but is countered by the creature when he breaks into their
wedding chamber and strangles Victor’s bride on their wedding night. Victor chases him to the ends of the
earth and catches up with him in the Arctic, only to be separated from him on the ice. Victor is found by
Walton's ship and dies after finishing the tale told to Walton. Soon thereafter the creature breaks into the
cabin and morns the loss of his creator. He then tells Walton his own side to the story. Wanting nothing to
do with humanity the creature goes out onto the ice never to be seen again.

2.2 Pandora Plot and Script
Fear not death: for the sooner we die: the longer we be immortal.

Ben Franklin

‘Tis strange -- but true; for truth is always strange; Stranger than fiction.
Lord Byron
It is with these two quotes that the story Pandora, a work of historical fiction begins. The plot
concerns itself with Benjamin Franklin’s discovery of electricity, his secret to immortality and how Mary
Shelley came to write Modern Prometheus, otherwise known as Frankenstein.
The plot of Pandora, because it is a historical fiction that is re writing history as it pertains to Mary
Shelley and Ben Franklin, relies on a series of “fictional bridges,” facts that are combined with a leap of
logic to substantiate the fictional plot. The footnotes accompanying the film treatment below are the
substantiating historical structure used to construct the narrative. The script attached as Appendix A is a
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shortened version of this treatment.

Pandora: Film treatment (long form):
June of 1816: Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin, Percy Shelley and Claire Claremont vacation in
Geneva staying in a hotel, Hotel de Sécheron.32 Lord Byron and his personal physician, Dr. John Polidori
join the group and rent the Villa Diodati on the Lake Geneva, just out of town.33 The dynamics of the
group can be stormy. To get away from the politics and the intense intellectual discussions, Mary visits
Chamonix with Percy and Claire.34 They meet an expatriate American gentleman, John Franklin, traveling
though central Europe. Franklin shares with her his fascinating background as a politician, scientist and
inventor. Percy invites Franklin to Geneva believing the man to be interesting and that the group would
enjoy his company.
Geneva: Weeks later Mary receives a letter from John Franklin regarding his visit and arrival. He
will be staying in the village hamlet nearby. Mary sends him an invitation to an evening with the band of
friends (usually including readings, poetry and political discussions.) The night of the dinner, the subject
turns to philosophy and science since the group is mostly literary and such topics ignite their curiosity and
fascination. Franklin’s position on morality and ethics is questionable. He argues that all must be sacrificed
in the pursuit of science and knowledge. The group, agrees in part, but is alarmed at the man’s lack of
limitations in his convictions. This leads to a discussion about religion, god and nature. A suggestion that
he is subverting nature turns lightheartedly into a discussion about the party trying their hand at writing
such a story. Franklin believes they are mocking him. He likens himself in theory to the historic
Prometheus35 of Greek myth and that it is he who will give to man the secrets of the gods. An argument
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ensues and drunken insults result in Bryon taking offense at Franklin’s statements.
Franklin pushes the limits and challenges Byron purposely. Byron demands he leave and Franklin
demands satisfaction of honor. Byron laughs at him and Franklin says he will return in the morning at
dawn. Dawn arrives and Franklin appears suddenly at the house, like a madman, wielding a pistol. Byron
and he exchange blows and shots and Byron shoots Franklin through the heart. Mary is horrified and
before Franklin loses consciousness, he hands her a worn book and asks her to keep it for him. Byron has
Dr. Polidori attend Franklin and he is moved to the village. Polidori returns hours later and announces that
Franklin is dead.
Weeks pass, calm returns. Mary was shaken and saddened by the events surrounding Franklin,
feeling somewhat responsible for having him come to Geneva. She puts away the book, unable to look at it
but as they prepare to leave Lake Geneva, she begins to read it, believing that perhaps she would find some
reference to family to whom she could send it.
In the book, which is a collection of entries and drawings, is tucked a note to Mary from “John.” It
simply says, “Write my story,36 yours truthfully, Ben.” She is confused by this inscription. The book plate,
written in the same handwriting says: “The body of Benjamin Franklin, Printer, like the cover of an old
book, its contents torn out and stripped of its lettering and gilding, lies here, food for worms. But the work
shall not be lost for it will, as he believed, appear once more, in a new and more elegant edition, revised
and corrected by the Author”37 The book is filled with detailed notes on scientific experiments on
lightning, electricity, batteries, & magnetism complete with detailed drawing of mechanisms and mysterious
looking contraptions that amaze Mary. In the back of the book are numerous letters to various people.
The summer coming to a close, Percy, Mary and Claire return to England via Portsmouth, and the
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women reside in Bath while Percy travels on to London.38 Alone and just with Claire and her baby as
companions, Mary begins to read the book and letters given to her by Franklin. She comes to understand
that through the visible age of the documents and the clear indication that it once belonged to the famed
American revolutionary, Ben Franklin, that she has an important set of documents in her hands. She
begins to pour through the book, which begins a flashback sequence told in Ben Franklin’s voice.
The first entry dates 1771-72 and Franklin starts to relate his life’s story. He says that his official
autobiography left much to be desired39 because he wrote it too soon, and jokes that he should have written
it after his death to be truly accurate. In a flashback narrative technique Ben relates his autobiography and
specifically his scientific experiments. He describes how his experiments took over his house in
Philadelphia and lightning rods installed in the roof caused the whole house to glow with static electricity
during storms, which he successfully harnessed in Leiden Jars.40 He not only discovered electricity but he
continued experimenting until he developed a strange energy that appeared to be a mixture of electrical
force and magnetism and theorized that electricity is actually a wave that could be transferred.41
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Image 5: Pandora: Franklin at Craven Street
He travels to London to present his theories to the Royal Society42 and his residence in England
leads to his acquaintance with a cast of characters including Dr. Hewson. Dr. Hewson is an anatomist and
surgeon who is also in residence at Franklin’s house on Craven Street in London and unbeknownst to
Franklin he engages in grave robbing to conduct his own anatomical experiments. He engages Franklin in
his theories because he is sure that Franklin has the knowledge he needs to assist him in reanimation
experiments. When Franklin refuses to help him Dr. Hewson launches an elaborate scheme of blackmail
and extortion to make Franklin work on the project. Franklin calls on his closest friends in London,
members of the Freemasons, who are powerful enough to help and keep a secret.43 This proves to be a
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mistake, for members of the brotherhood also have their own motives stemming from the promise of
gaining new hermetic knowledge and the secrets to immortality that Hewson is hinting at developing. The
ability to harness immorality would greatly strengthen their leaders, their coffers and their power.

Image 6: Pandora: Dr. Hewson in the Lab at Craven Street
Franklin suspects Hewson is dabbling with dangerous science and believes he will confront Dr.
Hewson at the height of his experimentation in the basement of the London home. A reanimation
experiment begins (mimicking that of the Frankenstein novel) and just as the cadaver is to be reanimated
Franklin tries to stop the experiment. Hewson has members of the Illuminati in attendance and they hold
Franklin hostage. A fight ensues, Hewson is killed, and Franklin is fatally shot. To his surprise, he is not
affected by the bullet. The Illuminati agent pursues Franklin onto the street where Franklin's London
Masonic brothers are there to apprehend them. They aid Franklin in covering up the incident and burying
the bodies with all of Hewson’s other victims in the basement of the home.44
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The Freemason's are witness to Franklin's extraordinary wounds and his survival but Franklin alone
knows that he has somehow become immortal himself and he comes to the realization that it was the
moment that he did his kite experiment and was struck from the heavens that his life was changed forever.
The experiment was known as “The Philadelphia Experiment,” reported in the London Gentleman’s
Quarterly.45
Franklin leaves for Scotland46 that night to allow the Freemasons to arrange for the incident to be
covered up. He then finds himself subject to a whole other extortion plot with the men he thought were
his friends. Along the way he is forced to play out a dangerous political game with the Freemasons, giving
them just enough information to keep them satisfied and yet look for a way out of the trap they have set
for him. The Freemason's believe that the information that Franklin has stumbled upon, and his very
condition, must be kept secret because it would cause anarchy. They also have always seen themselves as
the keeper of secrets and power. Their motivations seem to make sense but Franklin fears that absolute
power will corrupt absolutely.
Mary Shelley absorbs this tale and is astounded at its claims. She decides to continue to style
Frankenstein after Franklin and to mirror Franklin’s life in the novel in an effort to relate this impossible
and unbelievable story to the world and honor the man but not bring scrutiny upon herself. As she begins
writing she receives a cryptic object from John Franklin, the man she thought was dead, a cipher wheel that
carries a secret message from him.47 She departs on her own investigative journey throughout London,
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following Masonic clues and messages to find the man. He reveals himself in the Templar Church in
London and Mary finally finding him realizes the story is true and that Franklin is immortal, for the man
of history reportedly died 30 years before.48 John, or now Ben, relates to Mary how he faked his death in
America and moved permanently to Europe to stay there until all the people he has known are dead and
gone. Only then can he return to America. Unfortunately, she is followed to the church by Aaron Burr who
has been on Franklin's trail for thirty years in an attempt to clear his name.
Burr has been tracking Franklin because he is the key to regaining power in the United States and
he is acting as double agent (or so they think) with the Illuminati supporting his cause. The Illuminati has
agreed to help him extort Franklin. This is dangerous because members of the Illuminati have their own
motives stemming from the promise of gaining new hermetic knowledge and the secrets to immortality
that Hewson was hinting at developing. The ability to harness immorality would greatly strengthen their
leaders, their coffers and their power and allow them to challenge the powerful seat the Freemasons have
developed over the centuries. When Burr had been charged with treason in America, his own Masonic
lodge had excommunicated him. Many of the founding fathers included Franklin49 presided over this
Masonic trial and Burr seem to not only have a taste for power but also revenge.
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Image 7: Pandora: Aaron Burr and the Duel with Hamilton
He finally has caught up with Franklin and defends his actions in America, also believing that his
London activities were protecting an old friend’s daughter from harms way for Burr knows Mary’s Family
well. He also discusses American Politics with Franklin telling him the Illuminati have been planning to
take over seats of power in the new American government. Burr tries to get Franklin to help him with his
cause to actually betray the Illuminati and enlist the help of the Masons. He relates to Franklin that in fact
the head of the Illuminati looks so much like George Washington that they succeeded in replacing
Washington for a time in the last year of his office as president. Burr also relates the circumstances behind
his duel that killed Alexander Hamilton who was being blackmailed by the Illuminati at the time.50 Oddly,
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and to Mary's astonishment, Franklin is aware of this and suggests that the Freeasons had the whole
situation under control. Mary knows Burr, who frequented her Father's home just a few years prior, events
which occur to Mary as not coincidental.51
Mary shares this information with her now husband Percy who is fascinated with the story but yet
naturally deeply suspicious of the man Franklin and perhaps the naïveté of his wife. He meets with
Franklin and Percy is satisfied that Franklin has only the best intentions and invites him to travel to Italy
with them. Their conversations lead Shelley to consider writing his own account of Franklin’s story, and he
begins work on Prometheus Unbound.52 Franklin, Percy, Byron, and several other friends leave for Italy.
Percy hopes he may again introduce the man to Byron and perhaps seek help from him against the
Illuminati. Byron is a man of influence, his own father having been a Mason Grandmaster of the London
Lodge,53 and is wealthy, well connected and has a deep distrust of the Freemasons and may be able to level
to playing field for Franklin. In exchange Byron, a narcissist, would no doubt be interested in Franklin’s
secret.
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Image 8: Pandora: Percy’s Death
Unknown to the whole party, the Illuminati have followed Franklin to Italy. They fear he has shared
his immortality secrets with these new comrades. Unsuspecting, Franklin, Percy and another friend decide
to take a tour in a boat along the coast while Byron travels to Rome. On board, the captain has been paid
by the Illuminati to assess the situation and kill the party54 if necessary (except for Franklin). A storm rises
on the seas and while the party is below decks and discussing Franklin’s discovery and condition the
Captain decides to make his move. A fight ensues, ends up on deck and Percy’s friend is killed and falls
overboard. Franklin fights off the Captain but a violent lightning storm has developed. As Franklin and the
captain struggle Percy, ever the romantic, is enamored with the notion that he too could be immortal and
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cries to the sky for the gods to grant him this gift. A thunderbolt strikes the mast and kills Percy, he
stumbles overboard and Franklin dives in after him. The boat goes up in flames. Franklin disappears.

Image 9: Pandora: Mary Shelley Grieves for Percy
Three days later Mary receives a letter when the bodies wash ashore, and she is told that Percy is
dead. Byron attends the cremation on the beach and delivers to Mary a sealed box. He tells her Percy's
heart would not burn in the funeral pyre.55 He has sent Percy’s remaining remains to Rome to be buried.
The inscription on his tomb would read “Nothing of him that doth fade, but doth suffer a sea change, into
something rich and strange.”56 Mary’s grief is unbounded. She also is horrified and suspects that Franklin
has subjected her husband to his experiments, because the heart still lives and beats in its box and that
55
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perhaps Percy’s companions, not knowing any different, burned Percy alive without knowing it. She also
contemplates that the power of immortality resides in the heart when she remembers that Franklin was
shot in the heart during his argument with Byron yet did not die.
Mary realizes she is not safe, and she accompanies Franklin to Scotland believing it is the last place
the Illuminati would look for them. They arrive at Blaire Drummond Castle.57 Mary is surprised to find
Freemason's already there and when she is locked in a room, she begins to suspect that Franklin does not
have good intentions. Franklin has Hewson's lab equipment installed in the castle and quickly following
their arrival subjects her to the macabre experiment that is so familiar in the Frankenstein fiction. It is
unclear as to why Franklin has done this. It is perhaps too simple to believe he is just a villain for he allows
Mary to escape after the procedure.
From a high window, Franklin watches Mary as she makes her escape, but he knows that Mary is in
danger anywhere she goes. He takes aim with a rifle and shoots her in the back killing her, or so it appears.
Mary awakens hours after dusk, presumably left there by the Freemasons who think her dead. She realizes
she now is immortal like Franklin. Franklin's motives are unclear, was he testing her immortality or was he
assisting her getaway by faking her death.
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Image 10: Pandora: Mary Shelley on board ship above the Artic Circle
The year is now 1845. Mary is aboard a sailing ship above the Arctic Circle. Mary is on the bridge
looking over the polar ice to the southern horizon as though she expects someone is following. She is
haggard and worn and a little crazed. She goes down to her cabin where the manuscript of Frankenstein and
the small box that contains Percy’s heart sit on the table. She reads some of the final lines saying them
allowed as they apply to the task at hand, that she now is the Frankenstein monster in her own story and
she will seek revenge on Franklin, her Victor Frankenstein. For if he is the Modern Prometheus, she is his
Pandora.58
At an English port we see Franklin directing a ship, the HMS Terror,59 to be loaded. The items look
like they are for a large expedition to the Arctic.60 He checks manifests and documents. A dock man asks
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him to sign the necessary dock paperwork. He signs it “Rear Admiral John Franklin.”61 He waves to the
dock men, boards the vessel and the sailors cast off their lines. Franklin turns to the open sea with his eyes
to the north in pursuit of Mary.

2.3 Pandora Plot Analysis in a Literary, Philosophical and Scientific Context
Richard Church and Muriel Spark were the first critical theorists to observe that the Frankenstein
monster and his creator are the antithetical halves of a single being. Spark described Victor Frankenstein
and the representation of feelings, and his nameless creature the intellect. In her view the monster had no
emotion, and "what passes for emotion. . . are really intellectual passions arrived at through rational
channels."62
This relationship between the scientist and creature is complex and is described classically in the
larger context of Romantic literature and its characteristic mythology as a hallmark of the genre. The
double of the self is a repetitive theme in Blake and Shelley and a frequent reflection in the other major
Romantics such as Byron. According to Bloom, in Frankenstein, the double is the dominant and recurrent
image and accounts for much of the latent power of the novel.63 Pandora reflects these same qualities and
depends on the vehicle of the double to balance the relationships between the characters. It also allows the
characters qualities to stand out in the reflection of their mirror and sometimes opposite image. The
doubles as associated with Pandora are Franklin- Mary Shelley, Mary Shelley- Percy Shelley, FranklinHewson and the Freemasons-Illuminati. In Pandora the role of the monster is recurring and superimposed
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on each character at various times.

Image 11: Pandora: “I am also his monster”
Dunker states in her Mary Shelley's Afterlives: Biography and Invention that writing for Shelley is sometimes a
form of prophecy. She observed that Mary had already written the text of her loss and her grief and that
all that remained for her to do was to act it out is the sad truth. This prophetic aspect of Shelley's life and
reflection back to the content of Frankenstein is some of the basis of Pandora. Because Shelley’s life is
reflective of gruesome loss it serves in the retelling, in an autobiographical context, of Pandora, lending
credence to the fictionalized narrative and its alliances to Frankenstein.64
Structurally Shelley's novel utilized "framing devices," where plot lines surround other plot lines.
This is also visually delivered through the closed film framework and cinematography discussed earlier.
From a narrative perspective, Frankenstein begins at the close of the story and presents a flashback frame to
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the events that precede it. The story then ends with the narrative coming full circle and picking up in real
time. Pandora similarly frames the story with Mary's journal entries while she is imprisoned framing up her
autobiography, which includes Franklin's journals and his story that in turn frames the conflict between the
Freemasons and the Illuminati that involve Aaron Burr and Dr. Hewson.
Pandora begins with Mary imprisoned awaiting her fate at the hands of Franklin and the
Freemason brotherhood. In her novel Frankenstein, Shelley utilizes a similar vehicle, writing an account of
Victor's situation through Walton as he drafts a letter to his sister about the odd events on his ship sailing
to the arctic and coming across Victor Frankenstein stranded on an ice flow. Pandora's Mary writes, “I write
this for I may not live till morning. If I die, then let it be known I was Mary Shelly, author of Frankenstein, a
true story of my life.” and the story then folds on itself, harkening back to events years before.
Framing occurs in Frankenstein as Viktor Frankenstein relates his own personal history and the story
shifts to the creature as narrator once Frankenstein abandons him. In Pandora Mary begins as the narrator
and then Franklin takes over by way of this written journal, describing how he came into being. Likewise,
the character of Aaron Burr is another framework created within the Mary and Franklin narrative.
Another set of frames within frames occurs in relation to the two secondary antagonists, the Freemasons
and the Illuminati.
Franklin, one of the antagonists in Pandora, similarly enters the story to only set up another frame
of reference and tells his story within Mary's. In a classical style harkening back to mythology Shelley, in
Frankenstein, also frames the identity of the characters, and as the story progresses, allowing the role of the
archetypical monster to shift. Scholars have long discussed whether the monster in the story is the creature
or Victor. Pandora presents the similar opportunity and the role of monster flows from one character to
another. Franklin appears to begin as an accidental monster having been made immortal through his
experiments. He then takes the role of Doctor Frankenstein by manipulating the transformation of Percy
Shelley, then Mary into immortal creatures. Likewise, if a monster is defined by whether one is amoral in
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their application of science to subvert nature, Franklin remains a monster and Mary joins him, having
become a character that seeks revenge in the conclusion of the story. Both works rely on this framework
system to address the moral issues facing the characters and ultimately the viewer. The shifting nature of
those roles makes for a dynamic and realistic set of dilemmas upon which the story can turn.
This goes hand in hand with the concept of doubles. Frankenstein is considered a gothic novel in the
romantic era. It is also considered by some scholars as the first science fiction novel. Gothic literature has
in its own genre some classic features including elements of the supernatural as well as a dark and
foreboding setting. One common hallmark of these works is the usage of doubles, an element found in
Frankenstein and used extensively in Pandora. Frankenstein classically utilizes this concept in that Victor
Frankenstein and the monster are considered doubles. Pandora similarly is constructed with this in mind.
Franklin can be seen as the doppelgänger for Mary. Delving deeper, both characters continually swap their
roles as creator and monster. While Franklin enters the story as creator, he eventually appears to resemble
the monster. Also, in the overarching frame that can be described at the basis of the story is that in Pandora
Mary is actually relating how she came to write Frankenstein; therefore she assumes yet another roll as
creator, creating Victor Frankenstein in the image of Franklin. The beauty of these revolving frameworks
is that the continually evolve in the story and all of the characters begin to play multiple roles providing for
a rich complex fiber in the plot tapestry.
Mythology also plays an important role in romantic literature. Pandora's main theme and title are
reflections of this hallmark of classical archetypes. Mary Shelley's original novel was titled Frankenstein, or,
The Modern Prometheus. In Greek mythology, Prometheus is a Titan, a cultural hero and a trickster figure that
is credited with the creation of man from clay. He also defied the will of the gods to give man fire (a power
reserved to Zeus and his exclusive power over the thunderbolt.) He was a reflection of intelligence and
hope and was a champion of humanity.65
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The Prometheus myth first appeared Hesiod's Theogony in the eighth century B.C. (lines 507–616).
As one of the Gods and member of the Titans he was one of the outcast immortals who Zeus had
conquered. In the trick at Mecone, a sacrificial meal marking the "settling of accounts" between mortals
and immortals, Prometheus manipulates Zeus (545–557) and places two sacrificial offerings before him:
beef hidden inside an ox's stomach (displeasing exterior), and bull's bones wrapped completely in
"glistening fat" (a pleasing exterior). Zeus chose the latter, setting a precedent for future sacrifices.66 From
that point forward man would keep meat for himself and burn the bones wrapped in fat as the religious
offerings on their alters. Zeus denied humans the use of fire in retribution. In this version of the myth,
fire, already possessed by humans is taken back by Zeus. Prometheus steals it to return it to man and is
punished severely, being chained to a rock upon which Zeus descends every day as an eagle to eat his liver.
As an immortal, Prometheus never dies and the liver regenerates to feed the eagle every night. Zeus
punishes man as well by sending into their midst Pandora, the first woman.
As Frankenstein’s story is linked to Prometheus so is Pandora. The name of the story is self-evident
and reflects the additional part of the myth that is added to Shelly’s retelling of the tale. Franklin can be
seen at the Promethean figure that has stole fire from the heavens (Franklin even originally called his
discovery Electrical Fire.) He also assumes the role of Zeus once he has the power and is keeping its
secrets from the rest of humanity. In turn Mary can be seen as a Promethean character as soon as Franklin
assumes his Zeus archetype and also morphs into a new Pandorian character upon her elevation to god like
status. Her character at the end of the story even begins to exhibit the classical sings of the Pandora’s box
myth in that her designs are on revenge and she carries with her a box symbolizing both horror and hope.
Pandora is a narrative that is inextricably linked to Mary Shelley's Frankenstein in respect to the
hallmarks the romantic era and time of enlightenment. It was at this time in history that philosophers,
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writers and scientists began to redefine their understanding of the world and how mankind fit into it. A
large part of the reflection on this issue was the struggle to understand nature and man’s relation to it
separate from a religious framework. Darwin was active making his discoveries and navy fleets were making
discoveries all over the globe broadening man’s perspective leading to his quest to define his place in it
from a modern perspective. Out of the exploration came descriptions of man’s feeling about nature and
the beginning of writings concerning the sublime and all is aspects.
Edmund Burke wrote A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful in
the eighteenth century presenting the idea that the sublime was separate and opposite to beauty and
descriptive of the feeling that generates a feeling of awe. He defined it as "whatever is fitted in any sort to
excite the ideas of pain and danger... Whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible
objects, or operates in a manner analogous to terror." Burke believed the sublime could generate terror yet
experiencing this feeling also generated a sense of pleasure at the same time.67
Burke's treatise is also notable for focusing on the physiological effects of the sublime, in particular
the dual emotional quality of fear and attraction. He described the feeling as a "negative pain" which he
called delight, and which is separate from positive pleasure. Delight is taken to result from the removal of
pain (caused by confronting the sublime object) and is supposedly more intense than positive pleasure.68
Victor Hugo, although a later author, touched on aspects of the sublime in many of his poems and
began to redefine the idea of the sublime. In his preface to the play, Cromwell 69 he defined the sublime as a
combination of the grotesque and beautiful as opposed to the classical ideal of perfection. He also dealt
with how authors and artists could create the sublime through their art with the Hunchback and Notre
Dame Cathedral considered embodiments of the sublime. In this respect Pandora’s use of the sublime is a
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more expansive concept than espoused by Burke and full embraces Hugo’s perspective because of the
nature of the grotesque and subversion of nature that takes place in the narrative.
Another literary theme in romantic literature is the use of classical myth. Romantic writers
employed the Prometheus archetype with full awareness of its archetypical relevance. The Prometheus of
the ancients had a spiritually reprehensible figure, though a sympathetic one. But the alliance with the god
had been ruinous for man in most versions of the myth, and the Titan's benevolence hardly sufficient for
the alienation of man from heaven.70 In the Romantic readings of Milton's Paradise Lost a double identity
approach to Prometheus’ role is a vital element. Blake, whose main character is another version of
Prometheus, saw Milton's Satan as a Prometheus gone wrong, as desire restrained until it became only the
shadow of desire, a diminished double of creative energy. Shelley went further in judging Milton's Satan as
an imperfect Prometheus, inadequate because his mixture of heroic and base qualities engendered in the
reader's mind a "pernicious casuistry" inimical to the spirit of art.71 Such is the balance in drawing the
characters in Pandora. The same illusory battle is waged with the heroic figure not being so heroic but lost.
The greatest paradox of Mary Shelley's novel is that the creature is more human than his creator.
The creature, is as much a Modern Adam as his creator is a Modern Prometheus, is more lovable than his
creator and more hateful, more to be pitied and more to be feared. Pandora’s alignment to the creation myth
and utilizing Mary as a new Eve, or Pandora in the Ancient tradition, is yet another parallel that serves as a
mirror to the original Frankenstein.
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Image 12: Pandora: “I was seized by remorse”
Haunting Mary Shelley's novel is the demonic figure of the Ancient Mariner, Coleridge's major
venture in Romantic mythology of the purgatorial self-trapped in the isolation of a heightened selfconsciousness.72 Interestingly Coleridge was a visitor in Mary Shelley’s father’s home and a fellow scholar.
His narrative no doubt had influence over Shelley’s placement of part of her story in the Arctic regions for
that is the beginning of Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner. Coleridge was a poet, critic and scholar, and very
concerned with the sublime, especially in contrast to the beautiful. Coleridge argues his view best when he
says that: "I meet, I find the Beautiful - but I give, contribute or rather attribute the Sublime. No object of
the Sense is sublime in itself; but only as far as I make it a symbol of some Idea. The circle is a beautiful
figure in itself; it becomes sublime, when I contemplate eternity under that figure."73 Yet his story of the
Ancient Mariner has such a quality of terror in it that it seems to have found its true voice in the later work
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of Shelley.
Therefore, the speaker must contemplate more than just the object itself; it is sublime in its greater
context that is important and for that he considers the infinite as a quality of the sublime. His perspective
was unique because he believed that Nature was only occasionally sublime, that is, only in the sky, the sea
and the desert, because those are the only objects in nature that are boundless. Therefore, Coleridge's
"Rime of the Ancient Mariner" is often considered sublime, though it is one of the few works in which
Coleridge expresses the natural world as being sublime. In most of Coleridge's other works, he focuses on
the "metaphysical sublime," but he didn't demand the sensation of terror or awe within the sight; rather, he
focused on the element of infinity.74 In Shelley’s work we see an emergence of a new kind of quality that is
a combination of the sublime as infinite. In Pandora the infinite is a main theme for the characters not only
gain the power of creation, but they gain the power of immortality.
Critics argue that Victor Frankenstein is the true monster for his ill treatment of his creation. The
subtitle of the novel, The Modern Prometheus, puts Dr. Frankenstein in the category of the “over-reacher.”
An over-reacher is one who reaches for more than he can handle, akin to Prometheus in Greek Mythology
or Lucifer in Milton’s Paradise Lost and perhaps Franklin in Pandora. Some argue that Victor Frankenstein
qualifies as an epic hero: he possesses a tragic flaw, pride or hubris; fate intervenes to harm him; he realizes
his fault too late; and his journey takes in the entire world.
In 1790 Immanuel Kant in The Critique of Judgment contrasts the sublime by comparing it to the
beautiful which has its limitations in the color, form, surface and qualities of an object. This in contrast to
the sublime, which is limitless, can be found in objects that have no form. The sublime should be regarded
as a "presentation of an indeterminate concept of reason." Basically, Kant argues that beauty is a
temporary response of understanding, but the sublime goes beyond the aesthetics into a realm of reason.
Burke argues that the sublime arises from an object that incites terror, Kant says that an object can be
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terrifying and thus, sublime, without the beholder actually being afraid of it. This point of view is very
important to a work like Frankenstein or Pandora for they are an example of Humanity engaging the
sublime rather than just observing it or reflecting upon it. In the case of these two dramas mankind in a
herculean effort are in pursuit of the infinite, of mortality, and while the process and the results are
terrifying to consider they none the less proceed.75
The literary sublime (and the philosophical, aesthetic sublimes as well) are inherently connected to
nature, but, with most literary terms, the sublime evolved alongside literature. The themes of the novel
Frankenstein reflect as most art and literature do, the issues of the time including socio political pressure,
events and moral concerns. In Shelley s original work, Frankenstein addressed the use of knowledge for
good or evil; technology and it use and consequences to humanity; and nature as a restorative power. The
narrative also embraces concepts of obsessions and revenge. Throughout Frankenstein Shelley alludes to
archetypes and classical myth and the novel carries heavy symbolism in its delivery. Notably the creature (as
Shelley refers to him, rather than monster), as well as electricity and lightning. These symbols hark back to
the original title of the book Frankenstein: or, The Modern Prometheus.
Frankenstein, having been written in 1816, reflected the author's concerns in her time. With the
industrial revolution beginning concern for its effects on society as a ruinous force were as prevalent as the
hopes for the future. Great discoveries in science were being revealed and her novel reflects the fascination
with exploration of the globe, especially the Polar Regions. Changes in science were constant and society
was presented with all kinds of new ideas from electricity to Darwinism. Homes of the well tutored classes
were filled with demonstrations and discussions of the latest revelations. In comparison to Frankenstein,
Pandora can be seen as a continuation of the opportunity to question modern science and how our frame
of perspective changes as we extend, revive or resurrect life. While immortality is not the direct theme in
Frankenstein, it is related to reanimation. It is however a central theme in Pandora and closely related. It also
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is a theme which we are closer to realizing in our time than in Shelley’s with the ever increasing age of our
populations and the conquering of disease as well as genetic research to prolong life, therefore giving this
this nineteenth century tale very modern and relevant themes.
The decision to entitle the novel Pandora is a far more complex literary operation than simple
appropriation or modified replication of an ancient Greek myth; it simultaneously invokes a literary
paradigm and establishes a point of comparison or, accurately, a point of departure, for this own creative
endeavor. So to is the use of the myth in Shelley’s novel, as Christopher Small has observed, Mary Shelley's
Prometheus figure is strikingly different from the creations of her romantic contemporaries: "Frankenstein,
her Prometheus, while sharing the impious and agonized qualities that exerted such fascination on the
Romantics, is Promethean first and foremost as a maker of man, an aspect of the legend that has tended to
be obscured in emphasis on the primary Promethean act of stealing fire from heaven."76 Franklin’s
electrical fire taken from heaven as a scientist makes himself a god among men and imparts that power on
only one person, Mary, for what reason, we can speculate. The ending of Pandora certainly presents
innumerable opportunities for another novel to answer such a question when the creature (Mary) has the
opportunity to confront her maker.
Significantly, although the hubristic defiance of the martyred Prometheus, is not apparent in
Hesiod's account where he is a trickster figure. Franklin in Pandora has much more of this quality than any
type of hero archetypical qualities. This serves well with Franklin’s real reputation in history as a man with
infinite wit and savvy. In the drawing of this character in the narrative he never explicitly takes a role of
hero or of a villain. The reader is left wondering at his motivations and why he would make Mary
immortal, to protect her in some way, is it a gift or a curse, we do not know.
Aeschylus's Prometheus Bound, however, develops a more nuanced characterization of Prometheus.
Aeschylus's Prometheus defies Zeus; he does not simply trick him. Furthermore, Prometheus's rebellion is
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overly inspired by pity, and especially human emotion. Pity causes Prometheus to undertake an act of
daring responsibility: he steals fire for mortals in a gesture of compassion for their neglected and benighted
state: 77 This too may be Franklin’s motivation for he is known as a revolutionary and he stand sin defiance
to two powerful political organizations to protect his secret in the story. As a consummate chess player, an
image used in the Cinemagraphic Novel, we speculate on whether he is several moves ahead of every other
character in the story. When he dies for the first time in the story, his body lies on a checkerboard floor and
Mary rushes to him, symbolically becoming perhaps a pawn. Mary also intimates that Burr is a pawn in the
story, manipulated by the Illuminati, but who is to say he has not been manipulated by Franklin since his
earlier days in America when his fate so violently turned for the worse. Franklin in the narrative is very
much the trickster character, which is an alternative reading to perhaps Shelley’s more heroic treatment of
Prometheus as an archetype.
From a perspective of modernity, the psychology of Frankenstein and that of Pandora as it reflects
modern issues in ethical dilemmas of science the crux of the Promethean action is an intentional selfchosen character on the threshold of a new modern world and new power. The power is of the self to be
its own creator, although such action leads to potential passion it also can result in the tragedy of selfcreation. This is echoed in both Faust and Frankenstein whose monstrous and alienated offspring is the
reflection of the passion to usurp the power of divine creation. 78
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Image 13: Pandora: Hewson’s Lab
Mary Shelley’s understanding of science was inspired by three of the most famous scientists of the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth century; Humphry Davy, Erasmus Darwin, and Luigi Galvani. In her
novel, she distinguishes between the science which only tries to describe and that which tries to control or
change through human intervention. They are valued as “good” and “bad” science, respectively. Within the
context of science and its ethics, these tonal qualities of philosophy were utilized in the narrative of
Pandora to develop the characters and their moral, ethical and philosophical positions on immortality. The
Philosopher Bachelard saw how seemingly irrational theories often simply represented a drastic shift in
scientific perspective. Concepts are not just theoretical propositions: they are simultaneously abstract and
concrete. This explains why "The electric bulb is an object of scientific thought… an example of an
abstract concrete object.”79 This is much the same way that historically Franklin was able to consider
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electricity a form of wave rather than matter and Einstein theorized that light had the same properties as
wave and particle. Merleau-Ponty, Burke and Sartre all have opposing and compelling arguments for some
of the justifications various characters in Pandora maintain to support their moral position of the
subversion of nature.

2.1.4 The Script
The development of the script in Pandora necessitated a great deal of brevity of the subject matter
due to its length and complexity of plot. Initially the research was conducted and compiled, making note
of the most seminal moments in the story. The film treatment was then generated with footnotes to keep
track of the fact vs. fiction elements of the plot for research purposes and to keep a consistence
connection between historical events and fictional ones. A short 8-page script was then generated from
these materials. It was noted early on that the general rule that one page of script would generate two
minutes of filmed contact would not hold. This became an accurate prediction and each page generated
approximately 4.3 minutes of content. This was also found to be true with the first project Stark Justice and
is due to the slower story telling technique that the graphic nature of the work entails. The viewer must
have time to read the script and also visually incorporate the graphic elements that are also story oriented.
The unfolding of the narrative requires that the story be delivered is a careful time-based reveal.
The script also evolved as the shooting progressed and while some changes were made to simplify
and tighten the story line; for the most part it was included in the final cut. This was due to clear planning
early in the process. One change that came after the fact was the exact language used in the film work. As
editing progressed, the form and emotion of the film as delivered by the actors and the filming process reinformed the script process. During the editing if a more descriptive dialogue revealed itself then it was
changed. Additionally, more original language from the Frankenstein novel was added to fully incorporate
à Gaston Bachelard. Etudes de philosophie et d'histoire des sciences, (Routledge, 2001)
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the narrative purpose to the work: to be an autobiographical and reflective retelling of the Frankenstein
novel and how it was written. (Appendix A: Pandora Script)

3.0 Production Design: Creation of the form
The Cinemagraphic Novel form necessitates the creation of three portions of any project in order
to assemble then together. A film or video must be generated as well as a script that is then formatted into
a literary expression, as well as the illustrative elements that are also created (either out of stills or
independently.) This thesis was done with as little outside assistance as possible, therefore all writing,
cinematography, production design, as well as editing was done solo.
The story Frankenstein is a movie success even though Shelley would never know to what heights
her characters would reach in the legends of Hollywood and popular culture. Two notable films were made
and a whole host of spinoffs and versions have been made in the last century. Most notable are the 1931
black and white film directed by James Whale featuring Boris Karloff as the monster and Kenneth
Branaugh's Mary Shelley's Frankenstein from 1994, featuring Robert DeNiro in the role. Without doubt many
other films of the genre have also been of a great inspiration and influence such as the 2010 version of the
1945 classic The Wolfman by Director Joe Johnston.80 Films like these that are set in a period framework
have similar delivery in the physiological underpinnings as discussed before with relation to nature and man
and the sublime as a reflection of terror.
In James Whale's classic Charles Hall's art direction would be an invention of design, for Mary
Shelley did not describe in detail the equipment or process by which the creature was created. In this early
film it was left to designers to create a plausible and believable laboratory. In that vein the science of the
depiction is 100 years in the future when one considers what science was known in Shelley's time. Many
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Johnston, Joe. The Wolfman. DVD, Directed by Joe Johnston, Universal City, (2010)
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articles have been written about what Shelley could have had at her disposal with regard to scientific
knowledge and her book seems to reflect that, utilizing a vague suspension of belief in her descriptions to
set the scene just enough to carry the reader forward.
Unfortunately (or fortunately) in film, a set must be built, and props must be functional. In the
creation of Pandora, it was necessary to create good quality production design in order for there to be a
suspension of belief for the viewer. Locations, costumes and sets all need to be found or created. The
budget for this work was minimal and not in excess of $300 so working with existing resources was
absolutely necessary.

3.1 Locations, Sets and Costumes
Finding the locations for Pandora was a process of research and creativity. Because the locations
needed to be in the proximity of Columbus Ohio due to budget restraints, existing buildings and locals
were of primary importance especially architecture circa 1770 and 1818. Because that time period in
Europe included classical Greek and Roman revivals it helped to find similar revival buildings locally that
were dated to the late 1800's. In that regard The Ohio Statehouse was used to full advantage for it majestic
continental arches, stairways and subterranean rooms to depict Geneva Switzerland, Villa Diodi and the
stairwells of Blaire Drummond Castle in Scotland. Careful attention was given in each instance to scout the
location, photograph it and analyze it for camera angles that would both capture the setting but also
eliminate modern technological appearances (electrical items, HVAC, thermostats, cars, telephones etc.)
Some limitations in furnishings were impossible to replicate and, in many instances, Victorian furniture was
used for the lack of empire styles furnishings that would have been popular at the time. Fortunately, a few
historical homes (Kelton House and Snowdon House) have been carefully preserved locally and these
homes were beautiful backdrops if Mary Shelley’s childhood and 1820’s homes in London. Other
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limitations proved interesting in that as museums it was impossible to use or touch any items in these
places, necessitating for a great deal of creativity in getting the scenes filmed properly. Time limitations
were also always of concern as only an hour or less was afforded to shoot time in these localities. Many
decisions on cutting scenes and material were made on the fly if the shots could not be captured. The
locations also dictated some beautiful moments where once the actor was in the scene, the realism about
the space and how people lived in these places, surrounded by vintage everyday items, informed the
filming. A great deal of grace comes from this time period and it is easy to understand it when one is
placed in this diorama. Time slows and attention to finely crafted detailed moments simply becomes part
of the mindset which hopefully translates to film.
This same kind of process came out of the costuming. To find original consuming was difficult
and rather than using cheap costuming the costume design utilized modern pieces of a period influence.
They included several vintage dresses, but they hailed form the 1870’s-1930’s and happened to be of
classical design so that they fit into the 1810’s, which also was reflective of neo classical revivals. Designer
dresses and individual pieces from artists like Victor Costa and Dolce & Gabbana were incorporated into
the design to build a rich tapestry of period signals so that the believability could be achieved. The goal was
to not engage in original consume design but to make sure the viewer was comfortable in assuming the
nature of the characters as people of that time period. Referential material was located in important
costuming collections and exhibitions.81
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http://www.benfranklin300.org
Note: Collection of Franklin personal items including his calling cards, several chess sets, Masonic sashes,
swords, timepieces and articles of clothing.
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Image 14: Pandora: Hewson & Franklin in Hewson’s Lab
The sets for the production were for the most part a function of the locations except for two
instances that were the two laboratory scenes. These sets had to be fabricated from the ground up and they
needed to be created with special effects in mind. Since the production was so minimalist and believability
could so easily be pierced, in some respects it made sense to not strive for a realistic look but to engage in
some melodrama, which is acceptable in the genre. Anyone who has seen the original 1931 Frankenstein
lab scenes and Victor Frankenstein shout to the heavens “It’s Alive, It’s Alive!” can appreciate this iconic
imagery. In that effort the scientist props and machinery that would be brought to life through After
Effects were of paramount importance. Two separate labs were created with freestanding electrical
equipment that was supposed to be able to harness the energy of thunderstorms and electricity. With the
aid of American Electric Power, the local electric company, to obtain discarded antique electrical
equipment from telephone and electric poles, a mass of items were assembled into free standing fictional
machinery.
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Image 15: Original Film Set of Frankenstein
Oddly, the age of some of the
items were from the 1930’s and the
insulators included in the set were very
reminiscent of the set for the James
Whale production of Frankenstein, which
would have been brand new to them at
the time. In this instance the production
completely discarded any attempt to
recreate equipment of 1750 or 1830 as required the film but instead opted for a more familial set as
audiences of Frankenstein have come to expect. Only an effort to create distinctly different apparatuses was
made so that they reflected two different times in history approximately 30 years apart.

3.2 Cinematography & Postproduction
Pandora was shot with a Canon 7D in HD 1920 x 1080 format and only a few locations were in
need of artificial lighting. The decision to use natural light as much as possible was early on. Some
locations contained artificial light that could not be altered and needed correction in Final Cut Pro, which
was the software platform used for editing.
While most filmmakers utilize storyboards, none were created in the project is the traditional sense.
Since the project was directed and shot by only one person there was little need to use these vehicles to
communicate between crew members. At most, extensive notes and checklists were created so that in set
there was no chance of forgetting or missing a shot. There also was a conscious effort to work with the
actors in an ad lib manner throughout the production. No rehearsals were conducted and the directorial
style, because no sound was being captured, was to direct actors verbally throughout and during the
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shooting. Actors tuned into direction very easily and while shooting took place it was easy to ease actors
into desired Cinemagraphic needs for the narrative and emotional arcs in the story. This took a great deal
of preparation as a director in order to take control of that process effectively, but it made for an easier
film shoot for the nonprofessional actors on the set who took such direction easily. In the case of
professional actors much more latitude was given for the actor to be the driving force in the scene, with the
cinematography and directorial influences then fading back to allow for the actor’s craft to take the primary
role on set.
The editing of Pandora into a basic rough cut was not difficult because the script and the shot lists
were so structured. However, as the story was laid out, all of the extra B Role, that was captured at every
opportunity when there was a thunderstorm, dynamic weather, or time in the studio to set up pro closeups etc, was extremely useful to relate texture into the work. This B role also was necessary to give the
viewer a rest from having to absorb the action of a scene and the written work at the same time. The
inherent timing with regard to where the eye of the viewer is was necessary. It was quickly realized that the
reaction time of a viewer in this kind of work is slower. The art of reading is that the words must form
meaning in the viewer and if they are given too many visual cues in the narrative at the same time then
there is a sense of frustration. In the editing process timing became paramount in a different way than
normally found in film. Because text and visual art both have their own way of communicating it was
necessary to find balance in how these aspects were delivered.
With respect to postproduction editing and effects it was the intension of the work to include a
large amount of graphics and distress to the film. Based on feedback from the critique process there was a
strong feeling at the time that the vintage quality of the images and the high definition were assets that
should not be compromised despite the desire to distress the image severely like films such as The Mesmerist,
which was a film assembled from naturally decayed film stock of the early twentieth century. In some
respects, it was the correct decision, but in reflection there are two moments in the work that create a
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wonderful balance that is the goal of this hybrid work. The scene where Percy Shelley throws his arms up
to heaven and is struck by lightning as well as the last few minutes of the work of Mary Shelley on the ship
to the Arctic which is distressed with Daguerreotype effects, are both moments in the work that marry the
three aspects of the Cinemagraphic novel together. They are moments that because they are balanced, they
hint at the sublime. They hint at the darkness that underlies the reality. They reveal that there is a duality of
truth of what we choose to see and what is actually there. They present to the viewer the reflection of that
duality by juxtaposing traditional photography and illustrative art to bring the duality to the viewer’s
attention so that they may take note of its pervasive quality and effect on perception.
Illustration was incorporated into the work through a still capture technique. After the work was
edited into one of its first final versions, selective images in the story to enhance the narrative were pulled
as stills and replaced with illustrated images. These images needed to be exact copies of the still so that
they would work in a stop motion format and flow in and out of the video with precision. These images
were coupled with paper textural effects and ink to give them age. The use of this technique was again to
bring to the work the effect of duality of truth. The images one sees can be what one thinks of as a
truthful image or perhaps one that is simply a memory, which is not always truthful, but the way one
wishes to remember. The interplay of these metaphors is one utilized throughout the work to mirror the
narrative itself, that this is an autobiography of Mary Shelley, and what we think we know of her life and
work is shadowed and its memory is altered. Her dialogue throughout the work is one of evoking memory
and discovery of the horror and the sublime effect it has had on her life. She has in effect become her
horror novel and through these techniques, layers of visual understanding is used to convey the unspoken
emotion of its meaning.
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Image 16: Pandora: Illustration, “It was a new world of discovery and curiosities”
Music was an element of the work that was not decided until the footage was assembled into a
basic rough cut. A lot of discussion was had with regard to the kind of music and many possibilities were
available, from classical to late nineteenth century to modern contemporary music choices. In the end
Pergolesi, Mozart and Vivaldi were chosen, all reflecting the eighteenth-century music of the time.
Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater which scores 90 percent of the work was primary because of the emotional range
of this sacred music. The work as it is used in Pandora was cut into its natural phrasing and then rearranged
to for the emotional underpinnings of the scenes. From this point the work was cemented into a music
context and the film was then manipulated to play to the music strengths. It was at this point that the work
began to live on its own and as the writer director it was necessary to listen to what the work dictated from
a timing and content perspective. New moments and scenes revealed themselves because of the marriage
of the music, to the visual to the next. New understanding and realizations sprang forward as if they were
observations of a voyeur rather than the storyteller.
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The typography and kinetic text were also a key element to delivering story. The nature of the
finished text is similar to subtitling, but it is so much more. It is the element that is necessary in graphic
novels and is more reflective of that delivery. Presentation of text was decided in context to narrative and
visual language as a graphic. Since the work was of a literary origin as period piece, it was decided early on
that quill fonts were important and the use of ink bleeds in the graphics would enhance the visual delivery.
A number of film end credits have utilized these techniques including Danny Yount’s art direction and
design in the Sherlock Holmes films as cited earlier. Those examples are under three minutes and are a very
intense use of these effects. In Pandora and effort was made to use similar effects early on in the work and
at the end. Decisions about when to deliver what effect were also made according to the narrative and flow
of the work. Initially the written narrative was all Mary Shelley’s voiceover. As the voice over changes to
Franklin’s, the text is put in quotations and as the narrative reveals scenes where dialogue takes place
between characters the use of the intertitles is utilized. Lastly, language effects are changed at the end as
Mary Shelley brings the story into real time with the viewer and her voiceover is delivered in two distinct
forms, one through a “write on” technique to simulate her writing in real time so that the viewer is with her
in her thoughts and the other is a fade in of text that reflects what she has already written, from
Frankenstein, that is now layered over the narrative as a whole to give it context to this new reading of the
horror classic as anew fictional autobiographical telling of Mary’s life.

3.3 Production Logs
Throughout the creation of Pandora a weekly production log was kept. Much of the process of the
creation of this kind of work and how those decisions were made are in the day to day struggles reflected
in the logs. (Appendix B: Production log). They can also be found at
Http://www.Marywollstonecraftshelley.com
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Conclusion:
In Conclusion the work Pandora as a thesis project for a narrative creation as well as the second
realized project of the new form Cinemagraphic Novel is an informative example of successful
implementation of three classic art forms and an invitation for continued experimentation to further hone
what have been identified as hallmarks of the form. Pandora is only a step in the further development of
this form and as such stands as a pioneer in this genre.
The thesis project was exhibited as a part of the 2013 MFA Thesis show at The Columbus College
of Art & Design. In the installation, the HD video of Pandora was displayed on a monitor and two props
for the project (The Hewson Apparatus, and The Franklin Apparatus) were exhibited.

Image 17: Pandora Exhibition 2013 CCAD
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Image 18: Pandora: Franklin Apparatus

Image 19: Pandora: Hewson Apparatus
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Addendum A: Pandora Script

PANDORA SCRIPT

©Pamela Theodotou, 2012. All rights reserved. Theodotou@aol.com
TITLE & OPENING CREDITS
CUT TO: a castle dungeon. A disheveled MARY SHELLEY, looking crazed, hastily scribbles down words
on paper.
TEXT APPEARS: Two hundred years after it was written, an original undiscovered manuscript of
Frankenstein is found. In it were the immortal words...
MARY SHELLEY
"I write this, for I may not live till morning..."
CUT TO: Mary. She feverishly writes, stopping to rub her cramped hand.
CUT TO: Lake scene.
MARY SHELLEY
It began in the summer of 1816 in Lake Geneva.
MARY SHELLEY
It was there that I first came upon my idea to write my little horror.
MARY SHELLEY
We were a small party of poets, Lord Byron, Claire, my husband Percy and
myself.
MARY SHELLEY
There we met a stranger, John Franklin
MARY SHELLEY
Having followed us from London, traveling on an assumed name..
CUT TO: Mary walking in a rose garden.
MARY SHELLEY
The whole series of my life appeared to me as a dream; I sometimes
doubted if indeed it were all true.
MARY SHELLEY
He was a man of science and I was fascinated with his ideas.
MARY SHELLEY
It was a new world of discovery and curiosities.
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MARY SHELLEY
The world to me was a secret, which I desired to divine.
CUT TO: Inside an Italian Villa, from over a MAN’s shoulder we see him shake PERCY’s hand and Percy
turns to introduce him to LORD BYRON who appears aloof but acknowledges the unseen man with a
nod.
MARY SHELLEY
Percy and I welcomed John Franklin into our circle. It was Percy who
always said "Poetry is a sword of lightning, ever unsheathed... "...which
consumes the scabbard that would contain it." Prophetic words,.. for that
day such a burned and blackened weapon appeared... I know now that it
was no accident. From the beginning Byron sensed that he was a
dangerous man.
CUT TO: Chess Scene. LORD BYRON and FRANKLIN are playing chess and FRANKLIN wins. Byron
is angry.
MARY SHELLEY
They quarreled and we thought not to see him again. But he returned
brandishing a pistol like a madman.
CUT TO: Following day: The unseen man storming into a living room where all the characters are causally
spending the afternoon. He is brandishing a pistol and fires wildly. He is carrying a bound manuscript in
the other hand. Byron reaches for his own pistol and returns fire, the unseen man is shot and falls.
MARY SHELLEY
Byron shot him through the heart and he bade me keep his manuscripts safe
before he died.
CUT TO CLOSEUP of Unseen man’s bloodied shirt. His hand reaches to his side and he pulls a bound
manuscript onto his bloodied chest.
CUT TO: Mary leaning over him holding his hand. He presses the papers into her hands.
CUT TO: Mary walking in a graveyard, sitting under a tree and reading the manuscript.
MARY SHELLEY
I began to write my novel Frankenstein, and John was often in my
thoughts...From that day forward I never felt alone.
MARY SHELLEY
We returned to London where I began to read his papers.
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MARY SHELLEY
There in his own hand, oddly, was written his epitaph. And a note to me,
"Mary, write my story, Ben."
CUT TO: Various images of scientific notes and drawings on vellum and diary entries.
MARY SHELLEY
This was the journal of Benjamin Franklin, a man dead twenty years, or so
I thought.
FRANKLIN
" 1774- I am victim to my own discovery, my Philadelphia Experiment. "
FRANKLIN DIARY ENTRY
"I am ever changed and altered by fire." "...learn from my miseries, and do
not seekto increase your own"
CUT TO: Mary sitting in a sitting room reading the manuscript.
CUT TO: Two MEN outside The London Royal Society.
FRANKLIN DIARY ENTRY
"A colleague, Dr Hewson, surgeon and anatomist has taken residence at
Craven Street where I room."
FRANKLIN DIARY ENTRY
"A man of science, he is interested in my discoveries."
‘
CUT TO: HEWSON speaking to Franklin, Franklin turning away but Hewson touching his elbow insisting
on more time with Franklin in conversation.
FRANKLIN DIARY ENTRY
"... asking me to oversee his work."
FRANKLIN DIARY ENTRY
"But his manner was suspicious and his ideas macabre."
CUT TO: Later, at Craven Street...
CUT TO: Basement laboratory of Hewson at Craven Street.
FRANKLIN DIARY ENTRY
"Hewson asked me to join him in his makeshift lab... "
"...and I was confronted with a ghastly scene."
"Franklin!"

HEWSON
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FRANKLIN

What is this madness Hewson?
"Grave robbing is a crime, Hewson"
"This is for you!"

HEWSON

HEWSON gestures to a body under a white sheet lying on a table.
FRANKLIN
"I will not have my good name associated with you!"
HEWSON
"You have discovered the secret to life!
Help me, Franklin."
FRANKLIN turns to leave. A MAN confronts him at the door with a pistol.
FRANKLIN
"I won't let you get away with this, Hewson!"
HEWSON
"My Illuminati associate will kill you if you don't ...
"I don't fear death, Hewson."
The storm gathers!"
I don’t fear death Hewson

"FRANKLIN
HEWSON
FRANKLIN

HEWSON turns on the equipment, FRANKLIN lunges at him strangling him and the Illuminati
Henchman shoots franklin and flees the scene. Franklin stumbles out of the room mortally wounded.
FRANKLIN
"Evil henceforth became my good. "
"The bullet should have killed me... "
"... but it did not, for I was already immortal. "
CUT TO: Outside in the street a Freemans runs up to Ben as he stumbles onto the sidewalk
FREEMASON
I’m a brother sir, can I help you
FRANKLIN
"A Freemason brother found me and the brotherhood covered up the incident. "
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CUT TO: Overhead image of Franklin lying on the cobblestone, Shirt covered in blood and a blackened
hole over his heart.
FRANKLIN
"But now I was exposed, to both my own society and the ruthless
Illuminati. "
.
FADE IN: Clips of lighting over Philadelphia. Close ups of a lightning rod being struck.
CUT TO a wood paneled room with equipment in it and Franklin watching over an apparatus.
.
FRANKLIN DIARY ENTRY
"I looked back to my original experiments twenty five years before."
"My kite experiment lead me to bolder attempts and I built machinery to
harness nature's power."
"But a miscalculation lead to disaster."
"It wasn't until I was shot in Hewson's lab that I realized I could not die. "
CUT TO: House electrified, depiction of him covered in static electricity. He is electrocuted.
CUT to image of him on the floor with a few crackles of electricity still fluttering across his body.
CLOSE UP: His eyes fluttering with sparks dancing across his face.
CLOSEUP of his hand rising off the floor, electricity coming out of his fingers to the ground and then his
hand collapsing.
MARY SHELLEY
With that declaration I was shocked, for I had seen the man die myself in
Geneva.
CUT TO: Mary opening her front door to her house and a package is on the stoop. She takes it inside.
MARY SHELLEY
But then I received a package tied with the same ribbon as Franklin's
journal.
CUT TO: Opening the box and she pulls out a cipher wheel, turning it in her hands wondering what it is.
MARY SHELLEY
The mechanical device was described in the Journal...
... and in clues among Ben's writings I found its secret message.
CUT TO: Mary putting on a coat and grabbing her gloves going out the door.
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CUT TO: Mary walking down the street. A MAN is following her.
MARY
Little did I know that I was being followed. He was a man I knew in my youth, from my father's house.
Aaron Burr, the disgraced American came to London and my father received him.
CUT TO: Mary meeting Franklin in a cathedral. AARON BURR steps out form the shadows and
approaches the two.
CUT TO: Burr speaking.
"Ben?"

AARON BURR

FRANKLIN
"Aaron!" You bastard, how did you find me?"
AARON BURR
"I followed you, and as I suspected.... you are alive!"
FRANKLIN
" So are you still a traitor?"
AARON BURR

"I was never a traitor!"
"I was set up by the Illuminati."
"Alright Aaron, I'm listening..."

FRANKLIN

AARON BURR
"They had infiltrated the government, even Washington knew."
CUT TO: Duel, the two men firing their pistols and HAMILTON falling.
AARON BURR
"The Masons arranged the duel, and I killed Hamilton, the real traitor."
"But the Masons made me their scapegoat. So I was exiled to England."
CUT BACK TO: The two men speaking.
FRANKLIN
"It is not my affair Aaron, though I know it to be true."
AARON BURR
"But you can help me, you have a secret to bargain with."
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MARY SHELLEY
Aaron admitted he now worked for the Illuminati to pursue Ben's secret of
immortality.
AARON BURR
"Help me, Ben, restore my good name."
MARY SHELLEY
That moment was our undoing, Burr was an Illuminati Pawn.
CUT TO: “One year later...”
CUT TO: Mary Reading a letter and images of a ship on the high seas appears in her mind. Transparent
overlay of high waves and a stormy sea.
MARY SHELLEY
Percy was in Italy when I received a note from Franklin. Illuminati
attempted to assassinate Franklin by gaining control of the ship, they sailed.
FADE in Image of Mary’s face underwater replaces Percy’s image. Her eyes suddenly open.
MARY SHELLEY
As if by divine province, a storm blew in and complicated the plot. Percy
thought to save himself through Franklin's fire and was struck from the
heavens.
He was soon borne away by the waves and lost in darkness and distance.
And I am doomed to live.
CUT TO: The famous painting of the beach cremation. Cut in white flash close-ups of the
Byron arranged his cremation in Italy.
CUT TO: In Slow motion, Mary in a bedroom wailing in grief, crumpling a letter in her hands and falling
to the ground, trying to get up but unable to, like she can’t control her limbs.
CUT TO: Weeks later we see her open her front door and accept a box from a messenger.
I received a box from Italy.

MARY SHELLEY

MARY SHELLEY
In it was Percy's immortal beating heart, for it would not burn in the funeral
pyre. Byron had his tombstone inscribed...
MARY SHELLEY
Byron brought me a box. He said it contained Percy’s heart that would not
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burn in the fire.
CUT TO: Close up of box from Byron’s hands to Mary’s. Her fingers grasp the box in slow motion. She
slowly clutches it to her body.
CUT TO: Aerial over Scotland
MARY SHELLEY
With Percy's beating heart, I fled to Scotland with Franklin...
CUT TO: Image of Blair Drummond Castle.
MARY SHELLEY
The Illuminati in pursuit... Waiting for us, however, was Franklin's Masonic
Brotherhood. I began to suspect a different villain in the plot.
CUT TO: MARY and FRANKLIN entering the castle.
CUT TO: 2 MEN stand lined up to receive them. They look like tough characters and not very friendly. We
see Mary in silhouette walk past them. They enter a dungeon area and grab her throwing her into a locked
room.
"Ben, don't let them do this!?"

MARY

CUT TO: A stone walled room in the Castle. A floor shot shows Mary crumpled on the floor.
CUT TO: Veiled scene of the equipment we saw in HEWSONS Lab
CUT TO: Cut to close up of MARY screaming.
CUT TO: MARY escaping and FRANKLIN shooting her in the back from a high window. We see MARY
fall dead.
CUT TO: Hours later we see Mary arise unharmed
I Live

MARY SHELLEY

CUT TO: Mary is on the deck of a ship sailing north. She is clothed in furs for the voyage.
MARY SHELLEY
1843- Day 22, At sea above the Arctic Circle.
MARY SHELLEY
So it has come to this, I am Franklin's immortal creature.
MARY SHELLEY
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More miserable than man ever was before, why did I not sink into
forgetfulness and rest ...
MARY SHELLEY
I was seized by remorse and the sense of guilt, which hurried me away to a
hell of intense tortures as no language can describe.
MARY SHELLEY
Thus strangely are our souls constructed, and by slight ligaments are we
bound to prosperity and ruin.
MARY SHELLEY
I realize now that Franklin is not only creator in my story, but that I am also
his monster.
CUT TO: A seaport where a ship, the “Terror,” is being loaded for an Arctic voyage. We see the back of a
man who is giving instructions to the deck hands. He turns and we see it is Franklin. He signs a manifest.
CLOSEUP: He signs it Sir John Franklin, Rear Admiral, HM Navy. Portsmouth, England 1853
MARY SHELLEY
He commands the ship "HMS Terror," newly from the Antarctic, and he
sails north.
MARY SHELLEY
It is true, we shall be monsters, cut off from all the world; but on that
account we shall be more attached to one another.
MARY SHELLEY
So I lay my careful plans of deceit...
MARY SHELLEY
I watch the horizon for hiss ails every morning.
MARY SHELLEY
He is a Modern Prometheus Unbound and I, his Pandora.
MARY SHELLEY
"You are my creator, but I am your master"
~ The Frankenstein Monster
MARY SHELLEY
"And revenge shall be mine..."
CREDITS ROLL
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Addendum B: Production Logs

THE PRODUCTION BLOG
FRANKENSTEIN FOUND; June 22, 2012:
Likewise, I have always been an admirer of Benjamin Franklin. The man was
so ahead of his time in his scientific endeavors and was responsible for so
many inventions that are still in use today that it befuddles the mind. His
guidance and direction among our founding fathers provided the balance
necessary to lead our young country through some very difficult times. His wit
was unparalleled to such a degree he made fast friends with Voltaire. He has
often been described as inventing the American persona.
My thesis direction has been to develop the Cinemagraphic Novel, a moving
book of text, illustration, video and sound. In a thesis project I could go many
directions with story and how to apply narrative to the media form, so I
intend to pay special attention to developing a story line with depth so that the
material itself is more literary, opposed to cinematic or episodic. I think this
will provide more balance for the medium sot that it is not confused with
motion comics. Depth of story, I suspect, will play a large role n the
development of the work.

PHILOSOPHICALLY SPEAKING;
June 29, 2012:
The narrative I am developing is a historical fiction. In other words, I am
using real persons in history and real events to create a fictional story
concerning these characters. Thus, I am putting Mary Shelley and Ben
Franklin into the same time period and having then act as protagonist and
antagonist in the narrative. The fact that Franklin died a few years before Mary was born is part of this fictional narrative. It
therefore has some metaphysical or supernatural elements to the story.
This past week I have collected as many sources as possible to review concerning Shelley and Franklin. A story line has revealed
itself and a vehicle by which I can pull these two characters in history together is supportable by some basic facts that I am
finding through research. I am creating a running memo called “Historical-Fictional Bridges” in order to relate actual events to
the proposed fictional story elements that I will be creating. Each time I dig into any materials I am amazed at what I find and
how the new fiction is so supportable. The process of analysis reminds me of some basic tenons in philosophy. It is important
to me that the whole concept is supported by fact in order to make the absurd actually plausible. The analysis is not only
necessary for my own narrative building, but it also applies to the creation of the Franklin character who as both protagonist
and antagonist must have command of the rules of deductive logic if only to break those rules. It is important to me to make
this character an enigma. Within the story he is the character you want to trust the most the character you should trust the least.
In a way it is similar to two films that come to mind. In The Usual Suspects, the film was so successful because the narrator turns
out to be Kaiser Sausa, who has been lying to the audience the whole film. As an audience we accept the narrator as the truth
teller. To flip that concept makes it a truism. Another great film where a character describes this kind of command of logic is in
the Girl with the Dragon Tattoo. When at the end the serial killer describes to the protagonist how he treats his victims with small
kindnesses before he murders him it is deductive reasoning in action but flipped on its head, it is the murderer allowing the
victim to come to the wrong conclusion based on a series of facts, it is again the narrator lying to the audience.
In that effort I needed to review some classical Greek philosophers. Aristotle's system of deductive Logic, with its emphasis on
the syllogism (where a conclusion, or synthesis, is inferred from two other premises, the thesis and antithesis) is the process in
which I believe I am engaged. Unlike Plato, Aristotle held that Form and Matter were inseparable, and cannot exist apart from
each other. Although he too believed in a kind of Eudaimonism, Aristotle realized that ethics is a complex concept and that we
cannot always control our own moral environment. He thought that happiness could best be achieved by living a balanced life
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and avoiding excess by pursuing a golden mean in everything (similar to his formula for political stability through steering a
middle course between tyranny and democracy). Remarkable
Deductive reasoning concerns what follows necessarily from given premises (i.e. from a general premise to a particular one). An
inference is deductively valid if (and only if) there is no possible situation in which all the premises are true and the conclusion
false. However, it should be remembered that a false premise can possibly lead to a false conclusion.
At the core of deductive reasoning is the syllogism (also known as term logic), usually attributed to Aristotle), where one
proposition (the conclusion) is inferred from two others (the premises), each of which has one term in common with the
conclusion. For example:
Major premise: All humans are mortal.
Minor premise: Socrates is human.
Conclusion: Socrates is mortal
An example of deduction is:
All apples are fruit.
All fruits grow on trees.
Therefore all apples grow on trees.
The key is that one might deny the initial premises, and therefore deny the conclusion. But anyone who accepts the premises
must accept the conclusion. Coupled with the narrator telling the story and the narrator being the questionable source, this
makes for good drama.
The research on the Thesis project is developing into a story that will use deductive reasoning to its advantage and hopefully
turn it on its ear, utilizing deductive reasoning as a tool to trick the audience, which provides for drama and surprise.

IT ALL GOES BACK TO MYTH; July 6, 2012
I have decided on a working title for The Shelley-Franklin project; Pandora. This comes from the original title of Frankenstein
was “Frankenstein, or the Modern Prometheus.” The original Greek myth tells of the Titan Prometheus and how he convinced
Zeus to give knowledge to man. The traditional myth is that Prometheus gives man fire, a manifestation of Zeus’s most
powerful weapon, the thunderbolt, or the heavenly fire.
Prometheus is a Titan, culture hero, and trickster figure who in Greek mythology is credited with the creation of man from clay
and the theft of fire for human use, an act that enabled progress and civilization. He is known for his intelligence, and as a
champion of mankind. In the Western classical tradition, Prometheus became a figure who represented human striving,
particularly the quest for scientific knowledge, and the risk of overreaching or unintended consequences. See William Hansen,
Classical Mythology: A Guide to the Mythical World of the Greeks and Romans. He was regarded in the Romantic era as embodying the
lone genius whose efforts to improve human existence could also result in tragedy.
This describes Dr. Frankenstein perfectly, a man who attempts to sculpt a human from clay (or body part retrieved from the
ground/grave) brought to life by lighting/electricity. Likewise, in this work Pandora, Franklin is Prometheus, a man who has
harnessed Zeus’s lightning for the use of man, and who has been rendered immortal in the process, giving him the qualities of a
Titan. He also classically exhibits the values of Prometheus in his real life as a figure who represents human striving, particularly
the quest for scientific knowledge, and the risk of overreaching or unintended consequences (as envisioned in the story
Pandora). In Pandora, when Franklin is compared and contrasted to Frankenstein, his character is actually both scientist and
monster, reflecting both the best and the worst of humanity.
The name Pandora comes from a closely associated myth. In retaliation of Prometheus’s actions an enraged Zeus sent Pandora,
the first woman, to live with men. Pandora was fashioned by Hephaestus out of clay and brought to life by the four winds, with
all the goddesses of Olympus assembled to adorn her. "From her is the race of women and female kind," Hesiod writes; "of her
is the deadly race and tribe of women who live amongst mortal men to their great trouble…"
Hesiod also expands upon the Theogony's story of the first woman, now explicitly called Pandora ("all gifts"). After Prometheus'
theft of fire, Zeus sent Pandora in retaliation. Despite Prometheus' warning, Epimetheus accepted this "gift" from the gods.
Pandora carried a jar with her, from which were released (91–92) "evils, harsh pain and troublesome diseases which give men
death". Pandora shut the lid of the jar too late to contain all the evil plights that escaped, but foresight remained in the jar, giving
mankind hope.
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In Pandora, Mary is symbolically this character, much in the same way she made Frankenstein the embodiment of Prometheus.
As the protagonist to Franklin she is Prometheus’s Pandora. Through her, man has hope and yet she carries with her great
power and effect to release evil upon the world. In the same way the Pandora of myth innocently releases the evils on the world,
so to does Mary feel this responsibility of knowing about Franklin and his secrets.

PRE-PRODUCTION PREP; July 13, 2012
Working on getting costuming and props together for a shoot next weekend with several loads of pieces from storage at home.
My studio looks like a costume shop. I am researching various locations that may include regency style buildings. There are
inherent difficulties of finding these kinds of buildings in our area. I am looking to more Greek and roman architectural revivals
which were happening in the Victorian era. These examples generally have a gothic influence which is all wrong for the time
period. I will need to be very selective and perhaps utilize stills that will be animated in After Effects to get good establishing
shots. I am also looking at garden and graveyard settings since they are less period specific and can be utilized to reflect the early
1800’s.

WHAT'S IN VOGUE IN 1814; July 20, 2012
Today I met with Kristin Baird who has kindly agreed to play Mary Shelley for me in an initial test shoot. The purpose of the
shoot for me was to tackle some costuming and location considerations as well as get familiar with the Canon 7D. Earlier in the
week I met with Kon Petrochuk who ran me through the training on the camera. Having a Nikon F2 I was very comfortable
with the set up and learning the video aspects were not too difficult.
Next were the actual shoot and its challenges. Taking on a period shoot is difficult enough. Trying to do it with no budget or
production and art direction support is another matter entirely. This test shoot was more than just about testing equipment and
costumes. It was also to see if the project was doable with the sever limitations I have. Without a real film budget for such a
project a lot of ingenuity was going to have to come into play. This was going to be a balance of utilizing the resources I have as
well as utilizing special effects and the options that technology offers to make up for those shortfalls.
Regarding art production, I have some experience in developing period costuming in some other projects I have done over the
years which included the Napoleonic period which is within the broad strokes of this piece. Pandora takes place in 1814. It
seems as with modern fashion and architecture that every 20 years see some wide swings in style. Therefore, some costume
pieces I have can be altered slightly to adjust to new cuts and fads.
Anglomania: Rise and Fall of the Waistline 1815-1825
For Pandora we experimented with different looks with pieces I have in
my own collection that are either earlier or later in time period. I opted
for a costume that resembled 1814 England mixed with the continental
ease a slightly 18th century feel of the French Revolution 30 years prior.
The test shots show Kristin as a combination of the Anglomania of
the time plus the flare of the continental nobility. This allowed for a
less stylized hair treatment and hat (modern brushed wool felt) with a
flourish of ostrich feathers. The white silk taffeta skirt was in actuality a
petticoat form the late 1800’s modified to include a petticoat of its
own. I opted for a Dolce and Gabbana black wool corset with a sheer
plaid organza fabric shawl secured with a taffeta belt. The look was
finished with replica vintage period jewelry.
I chose two locations, the outdoor rose garden and herb garden at the
Franklin Park Conservatory as well as the Green lawn cemetery in
south Columbus. The goal was to work with the image of the character
in a setting that might either reflect a European setting (an English rose garden) or an old cemetery to play on the horror
overtones of the story. Both proved to be useful locations. I expect also to look for locations to resemble the inside of a period
home, which I may recreate in the studio.
Many thanks to Kristin for looking so lovely in these period costumes and being a great sport in 100-degree weather with three
layers of corsetry, taffeta and wool.
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REFLECTIONS UPON MARY SHELLEY; July 27, 2012
I downloaded the shoot from the memory card. The costuming worked very well and the locations are definitely places I can
utilize in the future.

AFTER EFFECTS AS THE FUTURE OF THE CINEMAGRAPHIC NOVEL;
August 3, 2012
This week I took some online tutorials in After Effects and experimented with some of the footage to mimic the Sherlock
Holmes end credits. I had some success and resolved that I need to take a course in After Effects in the fall with Eric Homan to
give me more depth in utilizing this technology and applying it to this project.

THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT; August 10, 2012

POLAR EXPLORATION; August 17, 2012:
As I was researching Franklin and his life this week (obtaining all of his written work on pdf for reading) I happened upon an
Admiral John Franklin who lived during Mary’s time. Interestingly enough John Franklin was a very famous polar explorer. The
interesting connection is that in the novel Frankenstein after the monster kills everyone important to the Dr. in an act of
revenge, he retreats to the north where Frankenstein follows him. Dr. Frankenstein bent on revenge boards a polar ship to
pursue his nemesis where he eventually dies and is mourned by his creation.
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I have decided to utilize this persona as Ben Franklin's alter ego in the initial aspects of the story. If he is to fake his death in the
1890's then he must live on as a person in society. It would pay homage to his ingenuity to put himself out as a relative of
himself (although genealogy research does not show any relation to John Franklin, they are however from the same region in
England and may be distantly related). Additionally, research has shown that Ben was well known for his oceanographic
discoveries and he had a fine knowledge and respect for the sea. He is credited with the discovery and description of the gulf
stream while sailing back a fourth from England. An aging Franklin accumulated all his oceanographic findings in Maritime
Observations, published by the Philosophical Society's transactions in 1786. It contained ideas for sea anchors, catamaran hulls,
watertight compartments, shipboard lightning rods and a soup bowl designed to stay stable in stormy weather.
The admiral John Franklin information is useful at the beginning and the end of the story, and I suspect the beginnings of a
sequel. After all John Franklin's expedition ended in mystery and with suspicion of extreme survival mutiny and cannibalism and
John Franklin was never found.

THE MORTAL IMMORTAL; August 24, 2012
I continue to do research on Mary Shelley. I have collected all of her written works which include several volumes that
interestingly play on the theme of immortality. They include a short story titled The Mortal Immortal. The story has been linked
to St. Leon, a 1799 novel by Shelley's father, William Godwin. This had established the idea of a tragic immortal protagonist,
possessed of exceptional powers but unable to use them well, which had been developed by Shelley in Frankenstein (1818). (See
A. A. Markley, Laughing That I May Not Weep": Mary Shelley's Short Fiction and Her Novels)
Her themes on immortality seem to be linked back to her own father’s work but it seems to me that it may be more personal
than that. As with many people in that time period, death was an ever-present and constant reminder of our own mortality. Mary
not only lost her Mother before she was able to even remember her but she experienced the loss of several children as did
family members and friends all around her. Child mortality was very common at that time with little medical treatment for many
diseases. Accident and suicide were also very prominent themes in Mary’s circles. In the development of Pandora this will be a
theme upon which I will lay. Some of these deaths will affect Mary’s actions and perspective and some may be utilized in plot
development with doubt being cast of the nature of the death and whether foul play was present. For instance, Percy Shelley
died only a few years after their marriage. Historians have theorized that his death may have been orchestrated as a part of the
conspiracy and others have pointed at the boating accident as purely accidental. Nonetheless it works for a good plot point for
Pandora in offering a third explanation that serves Franklin ’s motives. Additionally, it is a long standing myth that surrounds
Shelley’s death that during the cremation of his body his heart would not burn, and that his friend leapt into the fire to retrieve
the heart. It is a fact that it, or its ashes, were given to Mary in a small box to carry with her, which she did until her death. This
is a fictional bridge that is very useful to the immortality theme in Franklin.

PROPOSAL FIRST STAB; August 31, 2012
AE CLASS: I am auditing Eric Homan’s class in aftereffects this semester. Eric has also kindly agreed to be my thesis adviser
this year. I think this class will be invaluable to my continued development Cinemagraphic Novel because the form needs strong
effects to convey narrative effectively. After working with AE briefly this summer and several conversations with Eric about
examples in the industry I agree with him that “utilizing After Effects will be a game changer, it will allow you to work in 3d
space and vastly expand your options in developing this narrative form”.
This first week covered the following After Effects elements: Interface overview; creating a composition; importing still images;
using the Text Tool; setting key frames on Transform attributes (opacity, anchor point, rotation, scale, position); RAM previews
(0 key); importing in a computer animation image sequence; Interpret Footage; looping (video) footage; Pixel Aspect Ratio;
understanding and creating an alpha channel/ mask/ matte in Photoshop; assembling photos in layers in Photoshop; Photoshop
layering techniques with the clone tool; Spot Healing Brush Tool; Band Aid Tool; basic After Effects visual effects (blur,
saturation, drop shadow) that would apply well to images assembled in layers in After Effects.
We also met with our graduate studies and thesis seminar classes where were given the schedule for presentation of Thesis
Proposals. We have two weeks before we need to make out presentations and argue for our proposals before the committee. I
have been thinking about the proper form for the proposal and I have come to the conclusion that it will differ greatly from
proposals of last year since I am the only media/cinema MFA currently. My proposal will call for more presentation of research
upfront and I will need to front load my proposal with a complete narrative of Pandora in order to have the proposal
understood properly. I cannot do as other students have in the fine arts and base my proposal on referential artists and propels
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the nature of the work to be conducted. There are too many questions left unanswered with this approach and media always
begs the question on how it will be executed and accomplished simply because of the sheer volume of the work and the various
references and departments that must be utilized to accomplish the work (i.e., technical ability, equipment, prop dress, art
direction, post production, research, authoring etc) I have already been presented with the over arching questions “how are you
going to get this done.” This might seem daunting to some but for me I believe in the magic of movie making. I draw my
excitement from what I know can be done with little, that movies have a track record of creating fantasy out of models and
lighting, and with the advent of software I believe the possibilities are there for me to harness. The trick will be all about careful
planning and realistic effects done well.

TITLING BRILLIANCE September 7, 2012:
AE CLASS: This week we learned explaining and verbally analyzing motion graphics time-based design; Animating to the beats
of a song; Visually synch different shapes to different musical notes; Thinking and designing in a time-based fashion; Animation
principle exercises (exaggeration, squash and stretch, bounce) with text and still images; Time-Stretch (slow-motion, fast speed);
Replace Footage, Reload Footage; organizing a Photoshop image on separate layers; importing a Photoshop image with multiple
layers; Duplicating layers and key frames; Blending Modes (Multiply, Add, Screen, etc.); Channel Control for Hue/ Saturation;
Adjustment Layers. Eraser Tool; Paint Tool; animating paint strokes; Clone Tool; Nesting compositions; Pre-compose; parenting
layers.
In an effort to draft my proposal I began the sections on theory. I have been researching motion comics and graphic novels
since last year but I have recently come to the conclusion that classic silent film and titling in modern film is the actual
technological personification of what I am trying to achieve. Artists who are utilizing After Effects and animation techniques to
make dynamic and quasi narrative credits for modern films are utilizing the exact techniques that I hope to apply to my
narratives to bring them alive.
I am of the solemn belief that if creative directors such as Terry Yount (Sherlock Holmes, Kiss Kiss Bang Bang) and artists like
Neil Gaimon and Dave McKean (The Sandman) collaborated with companies with stories like Marvel, DC and Dark Horse that
it would revolutionize motion storytelling both in comics and graphic novels. Meanwhile I will explore this direction myself in
an effort to bring the concept to fruition

MY IDEA TO WRITE MY LITTLE HORROR; SEPTEMBER 14, 2012
Taking these suggestions into perspective it is hard to consider drafting a script then the story
is not written. In fine art terms it is like having imaginary materials and media to create the
work. One cannot come to fruition without the other. However, I understand the concern for
time and the need to focus energies which will make for a better and more concentrated
project. It is however a chicken and egg problem. I am resolved to change the thesis proposal
to reflect these suggestions but resigned to the fact that will have to write the prose version
anyway as a part of my “process.” It is amusing that process is such an important part of
fine art and elevated to an exalted position as a whole division of contemporary art in of
itself and yet every aspect of media is viewed without that consideration. The advice to me
has been consistently to “just shoot it; we want to see examples and understand what you are
proposing.” The irony is amusing.
Film making is a hugely process driven process. I believe that as I struggle with those perspectives, I will need to reference other
film makers and directors and how the creation of their work is not so different than fine art. Hitchcock was well known for
designing every shot to its excruciating detail. Film would not be wasted on experiments or happen stance. On the other end of
the spectrum was Kubrick who was also truly a process artist but in a different respect. His preparation was exhaustive, but he
would also shoot so much film the actors would in exhaustion simply be worn down enough that the director could mold them
as the film developed on set. Lines would change, charters would change, re-writes were commonplace, but none of this was
attempted without solid preparation.
An additional problem is showing work that is not working in the development process. Depending on the critical academic
audience it can be an informative process, or it can be extremely destructive. I am resigned to not show process driven
experiments until they are ready to be seen. This is where utilizing the skills of my adviser Eric Homan are important. Eric will
have carte blanch in that regard because his critiques are always about craft and are incredibly informative. His response to my
process throughout all last year was to assist in describing the work and what it is or is not working and then to discuss how to
alter the work to make it work. I flourish in such circumstances. What does not help me in my process is a judgmental approach
to my work on whether it is likable or not. The approachability of media in our culture seems to have made everyone a
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photographer and everyone critic, neither of which is true. Video camera in hand does not make one a good video artist.
Approaching a media-based project is just like approaching any other art medium, one much have an understanding of its
elements and of its historical critical theory and above all craft.
Nonetheless, I will be redesigning my proposal to present a very sharp and direct idea of the project and goals that I will stick to
and use to stay on course. Regarding process, if I draft a manuscript of the novel as a part of my process then it can be an
official addition to the thesis later. A motto I have been always partial to and I believe will serve well in this situation is “Under
Promise, Over Produce”
I drafted a short piece of prose to include in the thesis as an introduction to give you a taste of what is brewing:
[Prologue Excerpt from “Pandora” by Pamela I Theodotou (Copyright 2012)
“It was there, in the villa on Lake Geneva that I first came upon my idea to
write my little horror. I wonder how, as just a young girl, I came to think of,
and to dilate upon, so very hideous an idea. But I pose this question in
rhetorical jest, for I know well its birthright, its source and its effect on all my
life… if life you can call it…”
“But I digress… “It is my desire to scribe this story, for I know that it is
unbelievable. I pray that these pages survive and that someday the true telling
can be told, because its implications for society, science and history are of the
utmost and serious nature. It was here in this place that nature was undone,
that she was subverted and bastardized for purposes I can only believe were
born out of man’s blindness, ego and arrogance.”
“Now I lay captive in this unknown place far to the north, prisoner of a man I
trusted. I have kept my promise until now, that I would keep his dark secret,
but with his betrayal I will let it pour fourth like hurricane to paper, for I may

not live to see morning.”
Mary Shelley, Scotland . Date unknown

I am doing research this week regarding Mary Shelly and her inclusion of scientific elements into Frankenstein. It is important to
understand what scientific advancements she was able to draw upon in 1814. Given that Franklin was a prolific inventor and is
credited with discovering electricity and describing it, these investigations go hand in hand. I have located several great articles
on the subject. This also has led to extensive research on Franklin ’s scientific endeavors. I happened upon one interesting
notation. The first published notice of his kite experiments in the Gentlemen’s Quarterly in London referred to the experiment
as the “Philadelphia Experiment.”
Considering my last Cinemagraphic Novel was based around the Philadelphia Experiment from 1943 I took this as an amusing
sign I was on the right track.
I also took note of the terminology developed by Franklin during his research. He is credited with identifying and describing
electricity. Some of the electrical terms which Franklin coined during his experiments include the battery, charge, condenser,
conductor, plus, minus, positively, negatively and armature. Interestingly enough his first description of lighting and electricity
were dubbed “Electric Fire,” how appropriate given the alignments to the Prometheus myth.
In 1815 with the Napoleonic wars over, Britain began to follow French fashion trends for wearing a high waistline. The waistline
reached its peak height in 1816-17 when the line fell directly under the breasts. Almost as soon as the waist had risen, 1818
fashion plates began to show the waistline dropping and tightening. It continued to drop annually by an inch, until by 1825 it was
at last in its normal position. Skirt Styles, 1818, 1819, 1822.
All these wider skirt silhouettes show decorative interest, ornamentation in keeping with Gothic over embellishment. Leroy the
French designer had to follow the whims of his clients and drop the dress waists and widen the skirts. It seems that French
ladies soon preferred the English style. Anglomania began to sweep France. After 1820 as the neat slim waist emerged, corsets
were worn again by all women. The narrower buckle belted day waist or sash wrapped evening waist was balanced by widening
skirts which were often horsehair padded and frilled to make them stand away from the legs. By 1824-5 the wider skirts were
balanced by a wider shoulder line with a leg of lamb sleeve often known as a gigot sleeve as seen in the central pink dress.
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After a little well needed rest from the close of scholarly events, the gallery shows and critical commentary, I have resolved to
begin researching in earnest my prospective thesis project for the final year of my MFA. Last year a number of story ideas that
have been brewing are culminating in an odd way. They revolve around two characters in history, Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley
and Benjamin Franklin. Both have held a fascination for me over the years and in an odd combination of reading that I have
been doing on both of them, a concept for a story that includes both characters have occurred to me.
Mary Shelley has created the most enduring horror story of all time, Frankenstein. Most other stories have some basis in myth
or legend, yet Frankenstein was so completely original it took audiences by surprise and was an instance success, spawning other
literature, stage plays and the like. She also was writing in a time when it was rare to find women in the trade, which in itself was
a challenge. She was lucky to have had a mother who was famous for having written about woman’s rights in the late 1700’s and
a father who was well known of this political and philosophical writings.
She also kept company with an extraordinary group of friends, her husband Percy Bysshe Shelley, Keats, Lord Byron and their
intellectual circles. I picked up two original volumes of a collection of the letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley about 20 years ago.
Having read them it did not occur to me I might utilize them in a project like this. But re-reading these old leather-bound books
is providing a wealth of information.
AE CLASS: This week we learned understanding and creating an alpha channel/ mask/ matte; Rectangle Tool; Mask Feather;
Pen Tool; RotoBezier; Track Matte; Creating dynamic graphics: Time-Based motion design concepts (transitioning through a
movement of graphics, swish-panning/ zooming in of visuals, similar shape-to-shape transitions, color-to-color transitions,
unique wipe transitions); motion graphics design and animation principles: quick expand/ pop/ scale out and bounce back in.
Pan Behind Tool (the Anchor Point Tool); Motion blur; exporting work as a movie file (Render Queue); importing audio files;
seeing the audio’s volume waveform. Motion Sketch; The Smoother
I drafted my first version of a thesis proposal in the form of a presentation in order to work out the ideas. This included 4
aspects, writing a novella of the narrative, drafting a script of the Cinemagraphic novel and doing a print version from the media
form. After meeting with Ric Petry and Michael Goodson I was advised that I need to focus on several questions that they think
the committee will probably focus on. This include: 1) Who is the audience, this is not for a fine art/gallery crowd, 2) The media
form will be confusing so description will be important. 3) Consider an interactive media form 4) The project is too ambitious,
and it was suggested to only tackle the Cinemagraphic novel, “not to author the novella but to get right to it.”

MY APPOINTMENT TO WRITE; September 21, 2012
AE CLASS: Class this week covered Text along a Motion Path; CC Composite; Question and answer session and workday.
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Keying out green/ blue screen fundamentals; Luma Key; Keylight; Matte Choker; Splitting a layer; Expanding a sense of 3D
spatial depth in 2D image; Making a 2D layer into a 3D layer; moving photos and video in 3D space; 3D cameras and animating
them; Navigating in 3-D space; images that would work well in a 3D environment or in motion.
After completely failing to be able to verbally articulate the narrative story of Pandora both in Graduate Seminar with John
Fergus Jean and in a meeting with my adviser Eric Homan I decided to draft a film treatment for the project for inclusion in the
thesis proposal. This caused a good deal of consternation. Scripts general gather steam in my subconscious before they decide
to flood out through my fingertips and demand to be written. It really is a fine example of muse like activity or automatic
writing. I am another person, whoever is telling the story, in that process. Making an appointment to write is therefore a rather
ridiculous suggestion. Form is also dictated by other subconscious forces. Whether I can work on dialogue or prose or analytical
materials is completely up to the mart of my subconscious that shows up or is wrestles its way forward to grasp the pen. I’m
being over dramatic, but the process does feel like this and I’m into the first to experience it, far from it. Writers are sometimes
very superstitious, they know this process is not entirely in their control, all we can do is create the right environment, whether
mentally or physically, to allow that magic to happen. Distraction is deadly to most writers for the process is so perfectly cerebral
unlike many other arts which are perhaps better described as an elegant dance of “making.”
In any case, choke down the little fear that you don’t know the story yet, that it won’t stand to proofs. But trust the muse and it
will come; and she did. I have a good 4-page film treatment of the film incorporating 4 months of background research. Now I
can read the result, as I often cannot tell you what I have written after doing it and use it to elaborate to the next incarnation.
Turned in draft of the Thesis to my adviser.

A MAN NAMED BURR; September 28, 2012
AE CLASS: Class this week covered markers in the timeline for specific cues; Camera lens and settings; Depth of Field;
analyzing and critiquing other TV logo spots on the web; The Graph Editor; animating the speed of set key frames on graphics;
Linear key frames vs. Auto Bezier key frames; Editing tangent handles for key frames; Controlling acceleration and velocity of
key frames; Speed Graph; Value Graph; Easy Ease; Liquefy.

Tis strange, but true;
for truth is always strange;
stranger than fiction.
Lord Byron
I was driven to work on whatever section of the novella that felt comfortable; the trip that the characters Mary, Percy Shelley
and Claire Clairmont make to Chamonix in the summer of 1814 was asking to be written. This trip was taken as a jaunt away
from Geneva where Lord Byron was hosting the group. It is where I have them run into “John” Franklin, who is really Ben. I
wrote about 4 pages which was incredibly helpful. I was able to hear each character and get comfortable with their voice,
motivation and manner. It’s rather like eavesdropping on a conversation that took place 200 years ago. I was quite surprised to
find Mary emotionally so forthcoming and was not surprised by her sensitivity and sharp awareness of where she is all the time.
Franklin is darker than I expected but as charming as he is clever. Percy Shelley is sweet, very in love with Mary but cannot hide
his 18th century social graces and faults. In light of Percy, Mary and Franklin both come across as quite modern in their
sensibilities, which is to be expected.
During the writing of this section I had the occasion to review some of Mary’s journals and accompanying materials and
references. While reading The life and letters of Mary Shelley I discovered that the American former vice President and accused
traitor Aaron Burr was a guest at the Godwin home a few years before Mary elopes to the continent with Percy. Burr was an
enigmatic character in American History. Once among the founding fathers and serving two terms as our second Vice President
under Jefferson, his duel and killing of Alexander Hamilton caused him to fall out of the favor. He later moved to the western
territories where he attempted to raise monies for an invasion of Mexico. He was charged with murder and treason but was
convicted on neither. As a person he has been described as a man with brains and guts and considered a very slick and
somewhat dangerous opponent. Reviewing Burrs personal journals from the four years he spent in Europe after leaving the US
and the scandal, I found notes of his visits to the Godwins and that he also had a house on Craven Street in London just down
the street from the Franklin house. I see infinite possibilities in utilizing Burr as a second antagonist who knows Franklin,
suspects his secret, can recognize him on sight and can use this information for his own advancement.
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In developing the film treatment, I had to come up with some overarching motivation for Franklin in the story. The vehicle I
have chosen is a conspiracy laden subplot that includes the Freemasons and the Illuminati. In short, the Burr character can act as
a burr (pardon the pun.) Burr is desperate to regain his position and power, which is historically why he was in Europe, to raise
money for his own war effort. Having him recognize Franklin in London, knowing that the man should have been dead 20 years,
gives him motivation to push Franklin into the limelight and to action. Historically, Burr was kicked out of the Masons and
desires to regain his position. Franklin was a Grand Master and well respected. Burr comes at his plan in several directions; he
elicits the help of the Illuminati, another secret organization hated by the Masons in triangulating a plot of extortion to force
Franklin to help him. Franklin ’s condition of immortality is interesting to both secret societies since they both revere the
metaphysical, not to mention the power that immortality might afford any of their powerful members.
An Aside; My research also revealed a family lineage for an “Aaron Burr Franklin” that dates from 1770 to the mid eighteen
hundreds. I am doing further genealogy searches to learn more about the family and any ties they may have to the founding
fathers. This seems a red herring but interesting and intriguing, nonetheless.
I also located an excellent website at the Bodleian Library at Oxford that is
exhibiting a collection of items including the original manuscripts of Frankenstein.
The library is an overwhelming wealth of information and knowledge housing
many original documents from every discipline. When I was doing an overseas
program in law at Oxford in 1987, I had the opportunity to peruse the collections
daily. It is a place where you can literally feel the knowledge of the world pressing
down on you. The link for the collection can be found here and is very interesting
to surf.
http://shelleysghost.bodleian.ox.ac.uk
The original manuscripts of Frankenstein will serve as excellent “original” props
that I can use in the video and stills for Pandora. The collection also includes
personal items of both Percy and Mary Shelley that have been closely held and
cherished by family members for the past several hundred years. The collection is
incredibly personal and truly a treasure to view.
My approach and answer to this directive is to work on a script and art direction
outline with as many supporting images and detailed technique as possible, which
would naturally be my next step in any case. The question of when to shoot a first
scene will either come naturally or will be pushed by the committee’s need to feel
comfortable with the concept. I will actively discourage this only because it interferes with my process and at the current pace I
will be finished with this project by December, which is overly ambitious and would harm the quality of the project. Another
note: Some genealogy research on Percy shows that three children survived him: Lanthe and Charles, his daughter and son by
Harriet (who committed suicide after separating from Percy); and Percy Florence, his son by Mary. Charles, who suffered from
tuberculosis, died in 1826 after being struck by lightning during a rainstorm. Lighting! How convenient for some twisted subplot.
Charles was to inherit the Baronetcy, so with his death Mary son Percy Florence would be the heir; another excellent twist to add
to the narrative.
I presented my thesis proposal to the committee this week. Ric Petry announced to our Graduate Seminar class on Thursday
that everyone who had presented to the committee on the 26th had passed, which was good to hear.
My proposal grew to about 40 pages which was I’m sure much longer than expected or wanted buy the committee. I however
felt it is important to include as much of the pre-production research as possible because I felt the project, if misunderstood,
would get off on the wrong foot with the committee. I needed the narrative to be clear and come across as clever not crazy. I
also needed to present a clear vision for the development of the media form of Cinemagraphic novels. Lastly such a proposal
needed to convey my ability to pull off such an ambitious project.
The project was met with expected and reasonable concerns reflecting the above. The narrative was not questioned thankfully, I
believe because of the volume of supporting materials, however the question of whether the project could be accomplished was
of the most concern. I was urged to develop initially a proof of concept with some test shoots and technique development.
This is a whole other line of work I am reluctant to engage. My philosophy is that I have to prepare adequately to be able to
shoot quality material. Again, another chicken and egg issue.
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PRE-PRODUCTION NOTE ON A TEST SHOOT;
October 2, 2012

(Portraits By Chad Wys)
The image above is work by artist Chad Wys. His Nocturne series is quite stunning. The nature of the work holds within it an
emotional underpinning that I would like to be able to capture in Pandora. Somehow the pieces in the Pandora perspective speak
to decay. Perhaps it is the immortal nature that portraits are supposed to have and considering these are of an 18th century style
we expect them to be a reflection of our history, ourselves. Instead they have a mac ab re nature about them as melting or
deformed figures as if to say they are portrayals of the true human psyche. This idea will be useful in the port royal of these
characters to be sure if not literally than, with some metaphorical homage to Mr. Wys' work.
I have been working on the shooting script for Pandora and have been drawing on different kinds of imagery in order to set the
mood. Since this project is not a run of the mill zombie or slasher film and relies heavily on psychodrama, the imagery must be
powerful and convincing with historical context as well as the emotional visual structure of fear and the unknown. It must be
dark, foreboding and play to what we would most commonly refer to as the Gothic sensibility. It must have a midnight quality.
Therefore pacing, style and delivery will be delicate. If it can come off as velvet, then I have succeeded.
Having been asked by my adviser and the committee for a proof of concept I did some rough story boards in the last 24 hours
for a short intro sequence. This is not part of an official script but simply test concepts scribbled down for such a purpose.
Working on the opening sequence for test purposes I will be doing some limited shooting of tightly detailed bits to cut into the
establishing shots. Without the script done and not having enough pre-production to deal with costuming, location etc, these
shots will be generic in time frame and meant to be psychological elements for us e in a proof of concept piece.
The plan is to use two establishing images, a Dark medieval forest that is back lit (inspiration- The Wolfman 2010) and the
establishing shot of Blair Drummond House/ Castle in Scotland (See below) (Historically Franklin visited and stayed at Blair
Drummond)
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Some stock images I may be using in the cut out 3d camera space in After Effects are the following:

The goal will be to alter these images (a forest shots I will shoot locally) for suitable use in the project by using After Effects. I
will also be adding layers of trees to the Blair Drummond Images so that a 3D camera can move through the layered landscape
to establish the opening sequence of the project.

I also have been looking at locations for establishing shots and took a few smartphone shots downtown (Church on Broad
Street for potential downtown London scene- see below)... I am also considering the Statehouse Lobby/ Atrium, Ohio theater,
Santa Maria, Green Lawn Cemetery, Franklin Conservatory (love the name- how appropriate), local homes in Old Town East .
I've reached out to most of these locations to discuss shooting.
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Lastly some sequences that are inspiration for various reasons:
http://www.artofthetitle.com/title/the-thing-unofficial/
This unofficial titling sequence captures darkness well. It is imbibed with the feeling of the unknown and a creeping fear. The
shadow images of the hands is particularly well done. The piece is known for its excellent typography which was hand done and
shot though a fish tank with cutouts and lights. Bravo. As a part of the first test shoot, I will be doing a whole series of images
like this to convey the Frankenstein classic aesthetic and subject matter of reanimation and experimentation.
http://www.artofthetitle.com/title/john-adams/ John Adams is valuable for its antique qualities and it slow and calm pacing.
http://www.artofthetitle.com/title/the-pacific/ The Pacific is a really nice sequence where illustration and video come together
nicely.

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION; OCTOBER 7, 2012
I completed the initial draft of the script this weekend and can now start per-production which includes finding the proper
locations. I had done some of this research before, knowing that locations to depict 1814 Europe were going to be difficult. A
location that I am currently pursuing is the Ohio Statehouse which was built in 1839 and reflects the appropriate time period.
The images below would be excellent locations for the Italian style Villa Diodoti in Geneva, Blaire Drummond Castle in
Scotland, Various siting and dining rooms as well as a traveling scene (Potential green screen with vintage coach)
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MOVIE HISTORY: RESEARCH:
I have also continued to do research on various looks and techniques in film. It being October and Halloween fast approaching I
decided to watch some classic horror films. I have classics collection of 100 films and began with the first three discs. I watched
the following as I was working on the script (I work best with background inspiration- either films or music specific to my
project). The marathon of film included:
Jamaica Inn (Hitchcock, 1939), The Demon (1979), Murder in the Red Barn (1935), The Ape Man (Bela Lugosi, 1943), The
Ghost (1963), Crimes at the Dark House (1940), The Long Hair of Death (1964), The Incredible Petrified World (1957), End of
the World (Christopher Lee, 1977), The Fury of the Wolf Man (1972), The Ticket of Leave Man (1937), Shadow of Chinatown
(Bela Lugosi 1936)
Watching these films back to back you see some interesting progressions. The older the film, the more they still utilized some
text elements, an aesthetic that is part of my work. Below see the text from Hitchock's "Jamaica Inn."

The old films have a really nice quality about them that I think we identify with classic Horror. You also can't deny Hitchcock,
Lugosi or Lee when it's one of their films, they shine with excellence. Those early films had a kind of mellow drama to them but
it seems appropriate because most films of the time exhibited that quality. (who can compete with Bella for some mellow
drama? (See below)
The music was still the old-style silent film style with tinny sounding piano accompanying fast action like keys stone cops.
Sometime in the 50's, pop culture wormed its way into film, and it seemed there was a departure. Costuming reflected both
period and modern, with women sporting teased a quaffed hair styles of the Kennedy years yet it was a film about the 15th
century. The campiness of horror was born. There was however a turn in the music for the better, compositions created for the
film were more like our dramatic music we hear today, although not as high quality. All in all I can watch the classics from the
1930's-19'40s but for the most part can only watch the cult classics (The Day the Earth Stood Still, The Blob, War of the Worlds
etc.) from the 50's through to the 70's on because there is so much bad film from that time period. Many of those films remind
me of the bad movie of the week TV shows from the 70's. Go figure they were probably made in the same studios with the
same actors and directors using the same aesthetics.

JUST A LITTLE TASTE OF THE SCRIPT; OCTOBER 7, 2012
PANDORA SCRIPT: 10.7.2012 ©Pamela Theodotou, 2012. All rights reserved.
TITLE & OPENING CREDITS
BLAIRE DRUMMOND CASTLE, SCOTLAND, 1823.

CUT TO: Establishing shots of a dark forest opening to a Scottish castle in the mist.
CUT TO: a castle bedroom. A disheveled MARY SHELLEY, looking crazed, hastily scribbles down words on paper.
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MARY SHELLEY
I write this for I may not live till morning. If I die, then let it be known I was Mary
Shelly, author of Frankenstein, a true story of my life.
CUT TO; A rear view of a MAN in a white colonial shirt rolling up his sleeves and handling electrical scientific equipment. He is
preparing for something.
MARY SHELLEY
I lay captive in this Scottish castle by a man I trusted, a famous American
revolutionary and Master of Science. He is the man who is both Dr. Frankenstein
and the monster of his own creation.
CUT TO: Mary. She feverishly writes, stopping to rub her cramped hand.
MARY SHELLEY
But this is only the beginning for it is the blindness, ego and arrogance of men that
lead me here to this place where nature was undone.
CUT TO: Mary walking in a rose garden.
MARY SHELLEY
My tale begins near Geneva where I first came upon my idea to write my little
horror. We met John Franklin and I know now it was no accident.
CUT TO: Inside an Italian Villa, from over a MAN’s shoulder we see him shake PERCY’s hand and Percy turns to introduce him
to LORD BYRON who appears aloof but acknowledges the unseen man with a nod.
MARY SHELLEY
My husband Percy Bysshe Shelly welcomed him to our little party of poets. From
the beginning, Lord Byron knew him to be a dangerous man. Over dinner they
argued and the American returned to the house brandishing a pistol like a madman.
CUT TO: Dinner scene. We see the unseen man make conversational hand gestures and Byron, at the head of the table jumps
up from his chair with a glare and throws his napkin at the man. The man also jumps up and the whole party is shocked reacting
to the slight.
CUT TO: Following day: The unseen man storming into a living room where all the characters are causally spending the
afternoon. He is brandishing a pistol and fires wildly. He is carrying a bound manuscript in the other hand. Byron reaches for his
own pistol and returns fire, the unseen man is shot and falls.
MARY SHELLEY
Byron shot him through the heart and he bade me keep his manuscripts safe before
he died.
CUT TO CLOSEUP of Unseen man’s bloodied shirt. His hand reaches to his side and he pulls a bound manuscript onto his
bloodied chest.
CUT TO: Mary leaning over him holding his hand. He presses the papers into her hands.
MARY SHELLEY
Thinking him dead I began to read them, and there the tale turned strange for the
documents came with a note “Mary, tell my story, Ben”
CUT TO: Mary walking in a graveyard, sitting under a tree and reading the manuscript.
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MARY SHELLEY
They were the notes and letters of Benjamin Franklin a man dead 20 years, or so I
thought.
CUT TO: Various images of scientific notes and drawings on vellum and diary entries.
MARY SHELLEY
The manuscript told a tale of a brilliant scientist
FRANKLIN
“I am victim to my own discovery, my Philadelphia experiment, ever changed and
altered by fire from heaven itself.”
FRANKLIN DIARY ENTRY
“The truth of it is I cannot die, the fire has so changed me, I am a modern
Prometheus, and carry the secret of immortality.”
CUT TO: Mary sitting in a sitting room reading the manuscript.
MARY SHELLEY
But I digress. From Geneva we traveled back to England. Thinking Franklin dead I
began to read the documents.
CUT TO: Close ups of diary entries. Map of England and then London, Craven Street. An Image of a row house.

IMAGES OF NICOLA SAMORI: A STUDY IN DECAY; OCTOBER 4, 2012
Many of the images I am looking at are baroque in
nature. The time period captures the romanticism of
the 1814 time period as the appreciation of art still
looked back to the old masters. In the same way that
I am looking back into the romantic poets and their
first fore into gothic horror I also have been looking
to modern artists who are looking back to masters to
create their own view of this style and adapting to
modern sensibilities. The work below is that of
Nicolas Samori (http://www.nicolasamori.com/) an
Italian artist who's work and extensive exhibition
vitae includes galleries and museums. His website
describes his work in the following terms: "Samorì takes his subjects from art history: portraits, crucifixions, saints, still life,
landscapes. His compositions for the most part conform to Baroque chiaroscuro. His figures emerge from the darkness of the
pictorial space into the light with dramatic realism. Samorì completes his paintings in the style of the Old Masters with the
highest degree of precision, causing the interventions he subjects them to be all the more painful: he distorts them, smears them
with his hand, disfigures them with the palette knife, paints them over, spills paint on them, or like a torturer removes the halfdry skin of the uppermost layer of paint with a scalpel. For all the destructive violence inherent in these virtuoso manipulations,
his paintings are deconstructive compositions that make the historical pictorial legacy available to the contemporary viewer with
the highest possible degree of sensuous energy.
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While I am looking to film title artists, the work generated for Hollywood can have such a clean and perfected look to it I think
it can detract from the style I am looking to create. Review of the kinds of images Satori is painting and destroying begins to
describe the aesthetic I am after. Trying to do this in time-based media will be challenging. While titles like Sherlock Holmes
capture the literary/quill pen look of what I am trying to accomplish, other opening titles like True Blood also lend to a decay
treatment (noting the portion of the title sequence of the actual words "True Blood" and the liquid or membrane effect behind
the words). Creating that kind of effect in my work but infusing baroque qualities that Satori has created will take some
experimentation.
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FILM TREATMENT AND PLOT DEVELOPMENT
I believe a I have a solid film treatment completed that has a few more layers in it than the official proposal even envisioned. I'm
really excited about that development mainly because I think good stories are multilayered. They provide for more depth and
cross col lateralization when it comes to characters motivations and action.
The story line for Aaron Burr has developed richly and I have included two antagonists to even his position of antagonist, the
Illuminati and the Freemasons. Each group has its own belief system and desire for control. This allows for Franklin to be set
up not only as a potential villain but also as a hero depending on who you ask. Ultimately it is the character of Mary that will see
him for who he is, a complex man in a complex situation .
I also discovered that Proofs of a Conspiracy against all the Religions and Governments of Europe, carried on in the secret meetings of
Freemasons, Illuminati and Reading Societies , a book written by John Robison in 1798 claims that the secret societies were the cause
of the French revolution. The secret agent monk, Alexander Horn provided much of the material for Robison's allegations.
French priest Abbe Barruel independently developed similar views that the Illuminati had infiltrated Continental Freemasonry,
leading to the excesses of the French Revolution. What is fascinating is that the fear was widespread. George Washington, in his
letters found in the Library of Congress, tries to quell these fears by stating that the Illuminati has not infiltrated the Masonic
brotherhood. Conspiracy theorists of the time claimed that the founder of the illuminati so resembled Washington that there
was a plot to replace the president with the illuminati leader. Additionally, I am researching sources that claim that Alexander
Hamilton was being blackmailed in some kind of Illuminati plot, for which I believe there is historical evidence. Again, these bits
of information are extremely useful to plot development and the antagonistic positioning of all of these historical figures.
Interestingly young Percy Shelley actually read Augustin Barruel's book Memoires Illustrating the History of Jacobinism with
excitement between 1811 and 1814. It was published in 1797. In short, Barruel wrote that the French revolution was planned
and executed by the secret societies. When he eloped with Mary in 1814, she read it with him. Percy's death has always included
claims that he was murdered for his beliefs by a government agent. This allows for some excellent foul play in the scene of
Shelley's death.

LOCATION FOOTWORK; OCTOBER 9, 2012
I working on the locations today I reached out to the various organizations in charge and am receiving a good reception so far:
The Ship The Santa Maria: Linda Ketchem is in charge of the program and was very accommodating. I will be speaking with
her tomorrow about the schedule for the ship and when I might be able to board with a crew (pardon the pun). I am to call her
tomorrow when we can discuss the schedule
The Ohio Statehouse: My initial conversations with Connie Derikito, Events Manager, were helpful. She is checking with the
communications department about filming and seemed to think it was very possible. I may have to anticipate getting permits etc
or handling other issues like any production company would.
Upper Arlington Athletic Department: When I played water polo at UA many years ago I knew we had an underwater
observation window in the diving well. I contacted the High School today who provided the emails to the various athletic
directors. I have emailed them requesting permission to shoot two characters submerged in front of the window (Both Percy
and Mary separately.) Doing a shoot like this will also probably require normal safety precautions such as a trained safety diver in
the water with the actors etc. I await their response.
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The Columbus Foundation: I have a call into their Facilities Director Sue Hazelton to inquire about and period rooms that the
Foundation may maintain at the Governor’s Mansion.

Craven street locations
I am continuing to find locations for the project and have been looking for row houses in Columbus that can double for Craven
Street in London, the location of Franklin's and the current museum called "Franklin House." Below are some images of the
historic home courtesy of http://www.benjaminfranklinhouse.org

Today I snapped a few camera phone images of the row houses on Gay Street here in Columbus Ohio. They are a beautiful new
development made to look vintage. A little research has indicated some of these new homes are still not purchased. I will be
contacting the developer about working with them to utilize a front foyer, front steps and sidewalk, hopefully using an empty
unit and not inconveniencing any homeowners, for one of the scenes that takes place at the Craven Street address. (See images
of Gay street below)

WORKING WITH ILLUSTRATION WITHIN MEDIA TECHNIQUES;
OCTOBER 10, 2012

I have been developing various techniques to infuse an illustrative quality into the media work. My initial investigations this week
have involved using footage taken over the summer and working with the media in the following way; 1. Isolating a still
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2. Exporting it 3. Rendering an accurate hand sketch of the drawing 4. Scanning the drawing and importing it back into After
Effects. 5. Working with the layered 3d images to isolate the form through various masked layers 6. Work with contrast,
brightness and color balance to get the right effect. The next steps to include movie media are more complex and I may play
with those processes but will most likely focus on getting all of the footage for the project shot within the next 30 days. I also
simply need to generate my own library of filmed effects in a studio situation (i.e.: ink on paper, ink in water, steam, fog etc.)
which will take some set up time and a focused effort.) With the weather being a factor and priorities being the shooting of the
scripted scenes, this will have to wait until postproduction.

I have been researching polar exploration in preparation for the shipboard scenes in Pandora. My main purpose was to look at
costuming and imagery form the time. Below are two images from 1830's-1870's that upon review have some aesthetics that I
think relate to the development of the hand rendered images (like above). The Arctic Explorations image is actually a hand
painted glass lantern slide. Other images in the series are photographs. It's Interesting how art illustration and media were
mixing together even in the mid 1800's. Anyway, I have not been very interested in using simple sepia treatments in the
project and it has been encouraging to see hand painted images from the time period (that will eventually evolve into hand tinted
images in photography in later years). It provides for a different treatment of "age" in context. I also include an image I was
using for costuming for the ship sequences but have also noticed that the steal engraving technique may also be another way to
go...
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http://www.freezeframe.ac.uk/collection/photos-british-arctic-expedition1875-76/ls99-3-1: Reference: LS99/3/1; Title: Arctic explorations;
Description: glass lantern slide; Collection: British Arctic Expedition 1875-76;
Summary text: Stylized drawing of two sailing ships in an Arctic landscape;
Date: 1875; Location: Greenland
Reference: LS99/2/15; Title: ‘Discovery’ in winter quarters; Description: glass
lantern slide; Collection: British Arctic Expedition 1875-76; Summary text:
Sailing ship ‘Discovery’ in a flat ice sheet. In the background the snow has in
great part disappeared from the hills. On the shore, behind the ‘Discovery’ is a
village consisting of a large tent formed of sails and spars and a few wooden
observatories. Date: 1876; Location: Greenland.

MUSIC; OCTOBER 11, 2012

I am considering the following works as possible scoring music:
Corelli: Concerto Fatto per la note di natale (15:32 min)
Torelli: Concerto in G minor, Op. 8 No.6 (6:45)
Torelli: Concerto in A Minor for guitar, violin & continuo (7:22)
Schubert: Ave verum (2:33)
Vivaldi: : Gloria: Qui tollis- chorus (1:08)
Bach: Magnificat in D major: Omnes generations (1:24)
Bach : Magnificat in D Major: Et misericordia (3:28)
Bach : Magnificat in D Major: Suscepit Isreal (1:50)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto No. 1 in E Major: Largo (2:23)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto No. 2 in G minor: Allegro non molto (5:18)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto No. 2 in G minor: Adagio e piano (2:04)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto No. 2 in G minor: Presto (2:55)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto No. 3 in F major: Largo (3:33)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto No. 4 in F minor: Allegro non molto (3:27)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto No. 4 in F minor: Largo (2:17)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto No. 4 in F minor: Allegro (3:19)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto in C major: Allegro (2:55)
Vivaldi: The Four Seasons: Concerto in C major: Largo (2:28)
Prokofiev: Romeo & Juliet: Montagues and Capulets )5:51)
Prokofiev: Romeo & Juliet: Romeo at Juliet’s grave (5:49)
Mozart: Requiem
The difficulty with choosing music is that it is a chicken and egg problem. Much of your editing actions must coincide with the
music so laying down clips is a priority of the narrative. Yet when you are tethered to existing music and the way it moves it can
dictate emotional changes in narrative. I find that putting music to experimental clips result in a lot of beautiful accidents that
generate some of the editing choices. Music is a fluid influence, the mid tends to generate narrative as you listen to music and
the mid is also forgiving of those choices. Much like when we see beautiful pastoral music set to images of war (Platoon for
example or Apocalypse now), we easily see the poeticism to those choices, so the process is very forgiving. In Pandora I am
looking to do much of the same thing by choosing classical music and offset what we would hear as beautiful but be presented
with the macabre visually.
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ESTABLISHING SHOTS, B-ROLL FOOTAGE AND EXPERIMENTAL CLIPS;
OCTOBER 16,2012
Over the weekend I shot establishing shots as well as experimental material to be used in Pandora. The footage was downloaded,
and I shared it with my Adviser, Eric Homan, who seemed very pleased with the quality and how the footage was relaying the
mood and concept. I was lucky that the weather cooperated, and I got some beautiful
I am believing that a visual theme that will run through the piece will be Water vs Fire. Metaphorically they represent both lead
characters Mary and Ben who are at odds with one another. The theme also fits into the classical mythology of Prometheus and
Pandora (as well as Persephone). In the work the theme of water is parlayed in many ways, Mary meets Ben at a pastoral Lake
Geneva but later loses her husband Percy in a boating accident (apparent drowning but in reality, it is because he was struck by
lightning, divine fire in this case). Mary also escapes at the end over water, among frozen icebergs (again water in its most
powerful form), back in her element.
FIRST SHOOT; THE SANTA MARIA; OCTOBER 20, 2012
As usual in film making (shoots being disjointed in time), we started with shooting the final scene of the script on Thursday at
the Santa Maria. The character Mary is on a ship bound for the arctic, much like her character Dr. Frankenstein in her novel. She
is running from Franklin just as the Dr. Frankenstein was running from his creation, the monster.
The clip below is a fast-rough cut with some simple effects and kinetic text just to do a proof of concept. The final work will
have many more layers to increase depth and texture as well as kinetic elements that should capture each scene and move them
on the page like one is looking at successive panels of a graphic novel.
I am feeling good about the parchment effects and the transitions from video to parchment. Being a rough cut and probably not
the edit I will use I expect to fine tune this element and ad many more ink layers to the images. I also expect that there will be
some dynamic transitions, so the images aren't so static.
Many thanks to Kristin Baird, brilliant and gorgeous, who is playing Mary; and Amy Schweitzer, who was infinite help acting as
friend, gaffer, grip, artistic consultant and script girl!

LOCATIONS AND CASTING; OCTOBER 22, 2012
I received word from the Ohio Statehouse that we will be able to utilize the statehouse for shooting! This is fantastic news since
there are so few architecturally correct buildings in Columbus Ohio in which to depict scenes of Pandora. The statehouse also
has a period stagecoach, that with some green screen effects can be utilized for a traveling scene. With this development this
clarifies most of the difficult questions on locations. My other challenges continue to be costuming and set dressing for some of
the more unusual scenes. I have connected with several reenactment groups that do have period costuming, so I am making
good progress.
With regard to casting I have also been fortunate that a very experienced actor, John Michael Stubbins has agreed to play
Franklin. John Michael is not only an actor but also an executive producer and is really doing some great work with a group of
artists, writers and directors here in Columbus. He is an executive producer and actor in Aiden Five, a graphic novelesque web
series that has done very well critically and has appeared at the Cannes Film Festival. He is going to be executive producing and
starring in "Our Father," the last screen play written by John Candy before he died. A work that Michael is also involved in is
The Horseman (see below), which is written and directed by Ben Bays (also of Aiden Five.) The horseman is also a period work,
about which John Michael and I have had several conversations.
Click on the image or go to: http://www.teamtwelve.com/horseman/trailer.htm
Additionally, I have been able to cast many of the other parts including the 5
men needed to play various Illuminati and Freemasons as well as Lord Byron,
from friends at work, so we will have a legion of lawyers in the cast. Andrew
McCauley of the MFA program has kindly agreed to play Percy. I am debating
whether to cast two other parts Dr. John Polidori and Claire Clairemont. They
are not important to the narrative, but their presence would be historically
correct and add some extra visual diversity to the scenes in which they appear. I
remain undecided...
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COSTUMING AND LOCATIONS CONTINUE; OCTOBER 24, 2012
Obtained today through eBay are three pairs of
antique glasses for the Franklin character, purchased
for $11.50. What a wonderful find. I also received
permission from the new developers of the former
Ohio Deaf School to film one of the final scenes
of Pandora, where Franklin shoots Mary in the
back from a distance as she is escaping across the
lawn of Blair Drummond Castle. One of the upper
windows of the Deaf school will be utilized as well
as the topiary park below. (see original image of
Blair Drummond House (left) and photos of the
Ohio Deaf Schools and Park below). Also both
buildings have wonderful carved faces and I look
forward to shooting those on the Deaf school for B
Roll footage.
BLAIR DRUMMOND HOUSE AND
GROUNDS, SCOTLAND
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OHIO DEAF SCHOOL

DAGUERROTYPE DUALITY OF TRUTH; OCTOBER 23,2012
Working with the footage shot on the Santa Maria I began to apply some of the techniques that I consider essential to the
project. That includes transitioning video to illustration and including text. Because the work is a period piece the illustrative
portion will be presented as drawing on vellum or parchment. The video on the other hand will need more experimentation. In
the rough cut I utilized three pieces of video and had slightly different treatments afforded to them. The first clip utilized a
mixture of illustration and antique photo finish. The second clip was more photo finish with a slight metallic effect. The third
pulled away from the more photographic towards the illustrative with strong lines and muted colors.
In critique with Adviser Eric Homan the response was good with regard to the illustration on parchment and the transitions into
video however the treatment of video was more complicated. The first video selection was the strongest with the third clip
being considered too filter heavy. The consensus being that the video needed to be more lifelike in comparison to the
illustration. To go to illustrative on the moving portions of the media made the work looks heavy and effect driven.
In that vein I have been drawing upon the differences between photography and illustration and trying to identify the reasons
for using each. This inquiry came out of last weeks critique with Professor John Fergus Jean where I presented to rough drawing
of Mary superimposed over video to discuss different effects in After Effects to create those transitions. I was asked why I was
using those two techniques and how they served the narrative. A basic question and one for which I didn't have an immediate
answer except that it was in line with all of my projects to marry illustration and film. What came about was a deeper
understanding of the nature of or basic framing of the world. Classically we frame our existence in terms of black and white,
right and wrong, yin and yang. When considering that narrative these elements are certainly in play, however what I think is most
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compelling about this narrative is that those boundaries are severely blurred depending on the character. Because we are dealing
with immortality, the character Franklin has a whole different set of moral codes in place simply because of what he is. His
belief system has been altered to accommodate his new knowledge and perspective as though he has taken an evolutionary jump
into the future untethered by dogma. The essence of Pandora is that it is a story about transformation and the duality of the
diametrically opposed two truths.
When considering the imagery utilized to convey these concepts it was discussed in critique with John's lecture on pragmatic
truth vs the sublime that the story Pandora reflects two different truths at war with one another. First is the light, the reality, the
"truth" all reflected by the clarity of photography "the great truth teller," as conveyed by video. The second is the illustrative
drawings, which represent the shadow, the unknown, the sublime and the other truth that is behind the veil on in the void. Using
these two kinds of treatments gives the work a visual language as well as its literary one. What I find interesting is that that
language can also flip and exchange roles as do the characters roles.
Back to the treatments. I am drawn to the first two video portions of the rough cut because they remind me of Daguerreotypes.
Interestingly enough the Daguerreotype had just been invented during the time period of the story, so it is an appropriate
reference visually. The wonder quality about Dags are that they are exposures on a silver-plated copper plate therefore the
imagery has a slightly metallic sheen or look of a negative when viewed at an angle. That quality id very evident in the second
rough cut clip. Dags were also colorized after they were created, and the first rough cut clip exhibits a little more color
because of the mix of effects. This round of investigation is taking me into the history and method of Dags and how I can
utilize these kinds of effects in Pandora having already seen them at work in the rough cut.
I inquired with John regarding Dags via email and his answer leads me to believe there is more to investigate and that research
on Dags will provide more layering techniques and stylistic choices. Here is an excerpt: "The Daguerreotype only occurred in
B&W, however a false color process called the bescherelle process instilled rather surreal colors. The color was added in by
"artists" who would paint the surfaces to give a more natural look. There was one color process, never verified (Levi Hill) that
purported to be color. The modern practitioners, such as Irving Pobborasky, Grant Romer, Patrick Bailly Maitre Grande, and
others have much to say on the aesthetics and ephemeral quality you describe, in essence they believe the dimensionality and
reflective quality ushers in hermetic knowledge. That is intuitive, organic, energy that speaks of mystery and transcendence. I will
try to find written essays and such."
Based on all of the above I have started to examine Daguerreotypes, their edge work and the backs of these plates (see the very
colorful copper plate below) for textures and treatments that can be included in the video layering to emulate a Daguerreotype
Movie (Eureka: something that did not exist in the 1800's but is possible to emulate through modern techniques. Some the
following are Dags I am looking at although I have pulled several hundred images from the internet to study and use.
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DECAY AND THE DAGUERROTYPE; OCTOBER 25,2012
A few weeks ago, I was exploring the concept of decay and was looking at a few modern painters who had used master work
techniques and then incorporated melting images in their work. I felt it was an interesting choice given Pandora is about
transformation. I thought this would make for an extraordinary concept to include in my media work but was unsure about how
to create this effect in film. With my recent exploration of Daguerreotypes, I have noted that many images from that time have
naturally decayed through age and handling. It has provided me with a way to incorporate decay into the media by studying how
these images decay and gathering textures and edges to bring into the editing process. In some images it is the edges of the
Daguerreotype that are most interesting. I am collecting images from the internet and have a library of several hundred images
from which I can sample edges and distress to be able to import into the media. (Below are some excellent examples including
from the top down, author Nathanial Hawthorne, the first recorded Daguerreotype which is of chemist Robert Cornelius and
scientist Michael Faraday.)

Even more informative are the severely decayed examples where the chemical processes
have broken down: Other types of decay include spotting that appear to be chemical decay.
When considering time-based media this can appear as bubbling and melting, an effect I
experimented with last week utilizing plastics, liquid inks and extremely hot halogen lights to
heat the plastic and liquid to boiling points as it was confined by the plastic (see the first
experiment below). I have just begun to experiment these effects and will be continuing with
different materials and setups to have a variety of effects. Warning do not try this at home
kids without proper ventilation, I suggest a chemical hazmat mask... I suddenly feel like I'm
on the set of Breaking Bad...
The image on the left is the first astronomical image taken (Daguerreotype) and the video on
the right is my plastic/ink decay experiment which creates the decay in a live moving format.
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LOCATION SCOUTING AT THE OHIO STATEHOUSE; OCTOBER 26, 2012
I went over to the Ohio Statehouse today and looked at specific locations for each scene. It is always extremely helpful to sit in a
space and think through different shots so that the shot-list can be generated and storyboards can be confirmed. In the next few
days I will be drafting a short letter to the Statehouse media department proposing the specific locations and the shooting
schedule to get it approved.
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ROUGH CUT 10/27/2012; OCTOBER 27,2012
Work this week included adding Daguerreotype textures to the moving image portions of the rough cut as well as using some
after-effects techniques like "write on," a process where text it animated to look as though it is being written on the page in real
time. I also worked with the footage shot of Percy on a sailing vessel that depicts his death. I utilized After Effects to create
lighting effects as well as turning a sunny day into stormy day. (see the bottom two videos)

SHOOT SET FOR NOVEMBER 11; NOVEMBER 5, 2012
In a twist of scheduling fate I will be doing all of the shooting in the Ohio Statehouse a month earlier than expected. This is
due to the Statehouse schedule and limitation because of holidays etc. I also have gotten the news that some area will not be
possible to shoot in such as the Stateroom and in the Stagecoach. I am back to looking for locations that can double for these
and trying to figure out a way to green screen the actual coach and still utilize it without touching it, a tall order given the
circumstances surround it physically. I am also looking into other horse drawn carriage option which are very limited.
Preparations for the 11th are harried and i am madly sewing costume pieces and developing props. Some of the costuming
sources dried up so I am back to utilizing my own collection and getting clever with period accents on clothing to get the right
effect. To date this has worked very well and my friend Tom Starker has been immeasurable assistance in his creativity when it
comes to the male costumes and adapting some of his vintage pieces from his personal wardrobe. A box of period hats arrived
today from the costume company as well as a few male wigs with which I will experiment.

BUILDING THE LAB; NOVEMBER 8, 2012
The Director of facilities of CCAD Joe Spybey kindly toured me through the oldest basements of the school to look for
possible locations of the Craven Street basement where Dr Hewson has his laboratory. This will also double for some shots in
the Blair Drummond Castle lab. I have resigned myself (although gleefully) to building the mad scientists lab and have been
looking for ideas for props. I have seen some prop builders do some really great apparatuses from antique electrical parts but it’s
a bit cost prohibited because they are collector’s items. I settled on trying to find used electrical and telephone insulators but
have not found a source (See below)
Then the Eureka moment was
touring CCAD with Joe; he showed
me parts of large streetlamps that are
in storage. These will easily double
for towers that will look like trumped
up Tesla coils or insulators that I can
animate through After Effects with
lightning and electricity. I will be
allowed to borrow them temporarily
for the set dressing and am imagining
10 of these items at various heights
creating a backdrop of crackling
electric fire. I also located a vintage
electrical switch that I will be able to
use in a closeup. I was also able to
find a distressed metal/wood lab
table as well as wiring and
miscellaneous metal tubing and struts
etc for set dressing.
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THE BLIND SCHOOL AND THE TOPIARY PARK LOCATION; NOVEMBER 8, 2012
Earlier this week I was granted permission to visit the blind school and look for locations in the building. Eric Homan, my
adviser, accompanied me and the director of maintenance for the Seneca building to walk us through. I had identified the
window which I wanted to use and we were able to get to the 3rd floor of the abandoned and shuttered building to look at the
space. I was able also to scout the topiary park and the sight lines from the school window for the setting up of the shot. I am
expecting to have the Franklin character appear in the window, set his sights on Mary who is escaping through the garden. He
will be using a vintage rifle to shoot her from across the span and supposedly kill her. I'm really excited to use the ghostly shapes
of the topiary figures in the shot.
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SHOOT PREPARATIONS; NOVEMBER 11, 2012
Since I am doing shoots as a solo production team, the highest degree of organization is very important otherwise all descends
to chaos very quickly. Friday evening and all day Saturday were spent making last minute alterations to costuming and creating
costume packages for every character to be able to efficiently hand actors their costumes, accessories etc. on location. After
creating the groups (see below) I packed and labeled separate bins of props, equipment, tools, refreshments, etc. We are
scheduled in to shoot from 1pm to 3pm at the Ohio Statehouse doing 4 different scenes; The arrival of Franklin in Geneva, The
chess game between Byron and Franklin, the death of Franklin and the abduction of Mary Shelley.
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THE MESMERIST; NOVEMBER 12, 2012
During my critique last Thursday, I presented the first experimental edited portions on Pandora (previously posted here.) The
response was good and the treatments in the edit, drifting back and forth between parchment paper images and daguerreotype
treated video, is working well for the viewer. John Fergus Jean noted the two aspects of the Daguerreotype edits that included a
slight film negative effect (edges glowing silver as in a Daguerreotype angled slightly to show a silver negative image.) I was really
pleased that to a photographer’s eye this result was notable and intriguing. The beauty of the effect is that is partially due to the
shooting circumstances. During the shoot of that scene the clouds were heavy, and the exposure was significantly low. As Mary
walked across the deck of the ship I might have just as well shouted to the heavens "Cue sunlight, Cue Wind" because nature,
the muse that she is, provided a beautiful increase in luminosity and the drama of the wind kicking up and rustling Mary's hair
and heavily furred costume, the movement causing a glow, allowed for the "silvering of the negative". In moments like that I
throw gratitude to the heavens. John also suggested I look at "The Mesmerist" by Bill Morrison. The film is an example of
nitrate decomposition that goes directly to my efforts to "decay" the images in some way. The film is a salvaged version of the
original film named "the Bells" starring Lionel Barrymore and Boris Karloff. We viewed the film in the critique, and I was
surprised that all of the other artists responded so possibly to the extensive decay that sometimes completely obliterated the
image. I suppose this is a result of my thick-skinned sarcasm, an amour I am happy the shed at the drop of a hat. In any case I
felt that my increasing abuse of my "work negative" was getting some critical commentary but the magic that was this particular
critique has informed my in a different way.
The nature of the Daguerreotype is a still image, so my current experiments have been layering this kind of still decay over my
moving images. The Mesmerist is a brilliant showcase of actual natural decay and one that I will study closely to try and mimic in
digital format. My early experiments with melting plastic, ink and water are just the tip of the iceberg and as soon as principle
photography is finished, I will return to that line of investigation. It will involve some in camera effects as well as I am sure
some After Effects techniques to work with morphing the images, altering focus, color etc. A tall order indeed.
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Returning to the Mesmerist, D. Cairns ( https://dcairns.wordpress.com/tag/the-mesmerist/) in a blog about film describes the
work and the decay in an evocative way:
"This image comes from THE MESMERIST, a short film by Bill “DECASIA” Morrison, which takes a sequence from a silent
film, THE BELLS, and isolates it, slowing it down to allow us to appreciate the terrifying beauty of the nitrate decomposition
that’s eating the print alive. Imagine that white flicking and sparking all over the frame, while the image itself warps and billows
as if projected on a sheet somebody’s pummeling from behind."
"Morrison’s other film from THE BELLS is called LIGHT IS CALLING, and it’s even lovelier and more tragic."

"I was wondering what these images reminded me of — experimental films send my thoughts flitting about, whereas narrative
works tether my brain to the unfolding events — and I thought of Max Ernst’s painting Europe After the Rain, a sort of
apocalyptic vista of psychedelic distortion, created by a technique Ernst called decalcomania: you’ve probably used the approach
at nursery school without hearing the big word. Simply paint one sheet of paper thickly with different hues, press another on top
of it, then peel them apart, to create beautiful abstract patterns."
"And of course, that’s how Morrison’s work is created too. As the nitrate stock deteriorates, the surface turns to jam, and the
whole reel gets gummed up. As the film is unspooled, the celluloid strips always from itself, exactly like those sheets of paper
when you were four, and with similar results. THE BELLS peeled."
"The way the sepia tinting oozes like marmalade and assumes myriad hues made me think of a print by Turner of ships at sea
that hung framed in our house when I was a kid, a golden mist through which shapes loomed in abstracted outline. Equally, I
was reminded of Andres Serrano’s ludicrously controversial work, Piss Christ, in which an image of the Crucifixion glows dimly
through obscuring golden clouds of urine."
"I also thought of Ralph Steadman’s Paranoids, Polaroid images mutilated with a blunt instrument as the image is still
developing, squashing and stretching facial features to turn likenesses into unlikenesses, actualité caricatures. I was never able to
get that to work, although I did have my Polaroid taken by a ghost once. Beat that, Steadman."
"This particular film uses big white Rorschachian bubble-clusters quite a lot. When frozen, they sometimes have a crustacean
shape to them, and their whiteness is that of the white whale, the colour of nature when everything else is stripped away."
"Then there’s also the Jack Kirby anti-matter black frogspawn, which is pretty rare but always scary and exciting when it comes
crawling into the frame, clustering on the actor’s faces as if to consume them like the neg-scratch monsters in THE FLESH
EATERS. Some of this is a product of the decalcomania effect, Max Ernst’s name for what you get when you apply thick paint
to a surface, squash it under another surface, then peel the two apart. The same thing happens to celluloid when the film loses its
stability and the image turns to jam, squished together in a reel of film. Unreel the film and all these abstract patterns are created
as the film peels away from itself."
"The buckling and warping of the print causes mobile blurring of focus, since the film will wibble-wobble on its way through
the projector, the distance between lamp and image changing irregularly. And then there’s the squash and stretch on the image
itself, as it gets distorted, fun-house mirror fashion, by the shrinking and expansion of the film strip."
"Nothing so beautiful happens when digital information decays, and in fact you very quickly get something that can’t be viewed
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at all. So it’s arguable that film is superior to digital, even when it goes wrong."

THE MAD LAB; NOVEMBER 25, 2012
The CCAD facilities department and Dean Taggart were kind enough to loan me the materials we found in storage a few weeks
ago to create the electrical equipment props that are needed for the Dr. Hewson/ London Laboratory scene. The idea is to
create the impression of large insulators hooked up to a lightning rod source that theoretically is coming down from the rooftop.
I anticipate shooting some footage of an old rooftop with a lightning rod as well as a storm sequence that is rolling over the city
of London circa 1760's. The whole apparatus will be "electrified" through the use of After Effects. I also have made some
mental production notes to be sure to use tripods and multiple static shots for this sequence so I don't have an issue with a
moving source of the effects. The first picture below is an image of an actual insulator electrified. The following images are the
apparatus in the process of being constructed.

PROMOTIONS AND PR; NOVEMBER 30, 2012
As the deadlines loom for the April show, we have been asked by the department to generate PR and Promotions materials for
the gallery printed brochures etc since they need to go to print in January. The following are a few stills, although works in
progress and not true to the final form of the work, from Pandora to be used for that purpose.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIGGING; NOVEMBER 30,2012
In an effort to find more material for the Mad Lab Set I researched the internet for antique electrical equipment and parts. I
quickly became apparent that it was going to be very expensive to acquire porcelain insulators etc because they are so collectable.
I found that some collectors have located (although keeping them secret) turn of the century electrical dumps and they dig
through mountains of dirt to find long buried scientific treasures. Most of those items are the highly coveted and rare mints of
the glass insulators. In the early 1900's a change of materials was made and these same little art objects were made out of
porcelain.
I spoke to an AEP crew on the CCAD campus asking them if they are still tearing down older poles and what they do with the
equipment. They directed me to their main supply hub and I was able to connect with the head of the facility. I went over this
morning not knowing if I would find anything or be able to acquire some pieces for the set. The items that the trucks dump at
the hub are all recycled so valuable metal and wood are all re-purpose or they have contracts with recyclers to come in and haul
away what needs to be re-purposed. I was impressed that it seemed nothing went to waste. Poles, if not usable, become
shredded for mulch, wire and steal all sent to salvage. Luckily the manager was happy to oblige my request to take some of these
items but it appeared it was going to be a one time accommodation since the hub is a hard hat area, they have contracts with
recyclers etc etc. So I did my best to take the opportunity to get as many pieces as possible. The staff was extremely nice and
even brought out the fork lift to liberate some of the more unique insulators that were trapped under large piles of poles.
Remarkably I packed up my little BMW which has now become a salvage hauler, with AEP employees getting a good chuckle at
the process, and with little damage I limped back to the MFA studios.
In working on this project I have decided to re purpose these fittings into some furniture design concepts and the management
at AEP have given me a few leads on acquiring more old insulators.... but that will have to wait...
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TESLA WANNABE; DECEMBER 5, 2012
I saw that AEP crews
were on campus again and the
crew was kind enough to give me
their cast off insulators. Below is
an actual porcelain lightning
breaker. Its quite impressive and
beautiful as far as I am concerned.
I am fascinated with these
mechanical objects. Having been a
science major in college I always
took every opportunity to hang
out in Denison University's
physics labs. In the eighties they
still operated out of the older
buildings that had not be
renovated, so you got the sense
that you were stepping into an old
albumin photograph, walking the
halls of an 1800's college. The lecture halls were all steep, deep, amphitheaters with turn of the century wood seats worn heavily.
The basement was the coolest thing I've ever seen; rooms of experiments and equipment, again all looking quite vintage. I also
was very good friends with another student who's great grandfather was Nicola Tesla. Just the thought of it..... how cool. So my
fascination with these topics is long lived and I hope my love for the beauty and elegance of science can be translated into my
work. I believe it was particularly well done in "The Prestige" (2006). (see David Bowie below as Tesla)
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Below see the AEP Crew on Campus and the Lightning Breaker...

As I review the materials, I have to build this electrical set I believe that I can split the items into two sets and two time periods.
The older brown porcelain insulators can be coupled with jars and green patina copper to create a set for Franklin's Philadelphia
lab in 1750. Historically Franklin, after discovering electricity in lightning, began trying to harness the power by putting up
lighting rods and wiring his home so that the electrical charge would travel into homemade batteries that were Leiden jars. I am
building a crate of Leiden jars for the scene where Franklin electrocutes himself. I have likewise decided to use the white
porcelain insulators with the tall aluminum and steel structures to create Dr. Hewson's laboratory which should be of a 1820
vintage. This will create a distinction between the older technology and the newer technology in the visual language of the set
and the film. After all, these two scientists, Franklin and Hewson have each hand built their own laboratories an ocean away
from one another so they should be very different. While these sets and sculptural creations are not going to be scientifically
accurate, they will be cloaked in scientific theory. I think they will provide the visual and literary support for the story.
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Lastly, I found a Columbus Architectural Salvage company that has
a couple of real lighting rods from the 1800's. These were placed on
top of churches and homes to direct lighting strikes to the ground
and not hit the building directly. I was happy to see that its rot iron
form resembles my sculptural equipment in its simple iron tripod
construction and twisted metal styling. The tip of the rod is also a
green patina copper, all materials I am using in the set.
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BUILDING THE SCIENCE LAB; DECEMBER 8, 2012
Saturday was devoted to building the two scientist's props for two scenes to be shot next week: Dr Hewson's laboratory
(London England 1770's) and Dr. Franklin's laboratory (Philadelphia 1750's.) For the visual language of the film I wanted to
separate them aesthetically by having Franklin's equipment look more primitive.
The first images below are for Franklin's experiments. I chose to use all of the darker porcelain electrical parts because they
impart a sense of age and look earlier than the white porcelain insulators and parts. In fact, they are older but date from the
1900's-50's. The white porcelain parts are more modern: 1960's to the present.
The Franklin apparatus will be mounted on a table so that the lower portion will be at waist level. This will give the structure a
more imposing stature set next to the actor. The apparatus will reach up into the ceiling which will allow for some dramatic
effect.
The Hewson apparatus is set at eye level because the set is more horizontal, and the apparatus will be accompanies by a table
and the two actors conversing about the science.
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SCOUTING OF THE SPACE FOR THE SCIENCE LAB SHOOTS; DECEMBER
10, 2012
I did a logistics review of the space I am using for the laboratory scenes on Saturday and making plans for the building of the
set. They are located in the basement of our studios building which makes it very convenient. Other than a few issues the space,
the rooms will work well, have electric available and are sufficiently rustic for my needs. I hope to move the built props into the
space at the end of the week and still have a few days to concentrate on other shooting preparations.
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IT'S A WRAP; DECEMBER 20, 2012
We wrapped on the principle photography today, with the last four days packed with location shoots and very limited time
frames. Below you can find some color stills off of the raw footage. I will be working on the editing through the holidays to be
prepared for the Pre-Thesis presentations in mid January where I hope to present a rough cut.
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LOGGING LOGGING LOGGING; DECEMBER 31,2012
I have begun the logging process for all of the film clips. Currently there are 513 RAW clips for the project. I have one scene
left to shoot which should be simple and a lot of in camera effects I want to shoot with materials in the studio to give age effects
to the footage.
I have set up data spread sheets and plan to do some marathon sessions in the coming weeks to get all the footage reviewed,
analyzed and then laid down in a rough cut of the story line in Final Cut (without B roll artistic footage). Many times, I don't
bother with logging and edit a project in small portions, trusting my bigger plan laid out in script form and my memory.
However, this can also result in a frustrating editing process where I don't have a master list of clips to refer to. It also can result
in various looks in the film as I develop the aesthetic. Small course corrections can lead you to a different unknown continent if
one is not careful, an undiscovered country if you will but not without hazard. Therefore, I have decided for the first time to
include in my process a very analytical stage where I can literally lay out the film on paper first and be more analytical about the
form and effects for homogeneity. Throughout this production I have been at the brink of my own resourcefulness and sanity
and have found that creating a paper trail and analytical organizational framework in which to work has been a huge help and
sometimes a fantastic crutch when I am about to collapse from exhaustion. It's like leaving little messages to your future self...

SCHEDULING JANUARY 24, 2012
As our final semester begins, I have presented my approximated schedule for the completion of Pandora to the Thesis
committee. I expect that all logging and a rough cut without any effects will be completed by February 15 and a final cut by
March 1. I will be making final adjustments throughout March as well as writing my thesis and have a final completion date for
everything on April 1.
I completed the logging process for approximately 700 clips today, rating them on quality and necessity to the script. My next
process is to be laying out footage according to the script in a spreadsheet according to the scene (Chronology). I normally jump
right into editing and laying clips into timelines but have felt the need to be able to get a big picture of the flow of the story in
order to plan out structural devices and illustration techniques to drive the story.

PRE-EDITING BUSINESS; FEBRUARY 2013
I imported all of the top-rated clips into Final Cut today to lay out some rough footage. I still feel the need to do this on paper
in order to formulate how the illustration portion of the project will be grouped and presented.
I also had finished the last scene that heeded to be done in early January and thought to provide a few snapshots of Aaron Burr
during the flashback of his duel with Alexander Hamilton, the moment of his tumultuous political downfall...
I am also in the process of requesting through intra-library loan a fantastic book that was published in the 1990's which has
every page of the manuscript of Mary Shelley's handwritten manuscript scanned as well as a facing page of all the edits and the
final published work. This a treasure to anyone who values the craft of writing and to be able to see not only Mary's thoughts on
the page but also the edits of her confidant Percy. It is much like looking closely at a master works painting and admiring the
brush strokes, the layers and the shading in the paint.

ROUGH CUT, FAIT ACCOMPLI; FEBRUARY 4, 2013
I have viewed all of the video clips and put all of the information about them in a spreadsheet. There are currently 555 clips
that equal 17,111 seconds (or 285 minutes=4.75hrs) of footage. I express the amount in seconds because many clips are only in
5-15 second increments for use in the cinemagraphic novel. After documenting these clips, I took the best of them that served
the story and put them in order in Final Cut in a rough cut. The result was outputted and again logged on a spreadsheet so that I
can now work with the written language that will accompany the images in the film. Each clip will have to have accompanying
text. Currently the rough cut is 32 minutes.
This was also done to be able to see the flow of the narrative and potentially divide it into chapters that may be treated
differently aesthetically in post-production. Because the story is long, and it deals with flashbacks and complex story lines I
believe that different visual treatments of chapters will be valuable to the viewer. Mapping these out is the first and best way to
visually separate them and decide on their visual language.
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There have been many questions about how long the work will be and many suggestions that it should only be 10 minutes. It
seems that as with arguments framed in the context of "what is art", so too is the argument/debate of "what is short form",
what belongs in a "gallery" and what does not, and what is "narrative," which are all pariah to the process. I have become more
and more less interested in these questions because they only serve to limit, not frame the appropriate questions. They label
instead of informing and they are not valuable to the discussion at some point. The work will be as long as it wants and needs to
be. Without doubt a great deal of my most beautiful footage is already on the cutting room floor.
Going forward I embark on a less scientific journey. It begins with writing and hearing voices but quickly becomes preproduction that is more about organization and hard core scheduling than anything else. While it is important to stay inspired
and creative while shooting, it can also get you lost very quickly. You can lose sight of what shots are necessary if its not all in a
checklist in per-production.
I finally feel that I can exhale, that the caged-up muse can finally speak again. I can only imagine that "muse" is as dirty a word in
some art circles as alchemy, and that "Process" is the polite and politically correct description of something that is really defiant
of description. So now that a rough form has been edited, from here forward the material in the rough cut must be altered,
smoothed, erased, abused, distressed chopped and sewn to create the artful voice that is the narrative. Seconds matter, hues
matter, notes matter. words matter, textures matter. They are all a knife's edge between bad and rare. So into the deep water I
go, growing gills with each atmosphere. I never feel a story is mine, rather it is borrowed, and the muse is a gracious giver, the
evidence of a most happy alliance.

PERGOLESI & MOZART & VIVALDI; FEBRUARY 11, 2013
After another 12 hours of editing I have chosen the final selections of music and layered them into the soundtrack. Aside from
some conversion issues with the technology and reprocessing the mp3s into .wav files, the creative work s done in that regard. It
may take another few hours to reprocess and replace the new files but the selections process is complete.
Most of the music is the Sabat Mater written by Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, born in the early 1700's (he died very young at the
age of 26.) A writer of opera and sacred music it is his Sabat Mater (1736), which is his best-known sacred work. I think it may
lend itself so well for my appropriation because Pergolesi's other talent was comic opera (much like Mozart as well). Their works
have a narrative It was commissioned by the Confraternità dei Cavalieri di San Luigi di Palazzo who presented an annual Good
Friday meditation in honor of the Virgin Mary. Because the main character in Pandora represents so many archetypes, it seems
appropriate that the music is written for her namesake and lends itself to to many interpretations. The work remained popular,
becoming the most frequently printed work of the 18th century, and being arranged by a number of other composers, including
Bach who used it as the basis for his canata Tilge, Hochster, meine Suden (Root out my sins, Highest One)
While classical in scope, the opening section of the setting demonstrates Pergolesi's mastery of the Italian baroque durezze e
ligature style, characterized by numerous suspensions over a faster, conjunct bassline. I found that the emotional movements in
the 45-minute work did not match the action of the film, so I was able to splice the composition into different sections and
reorder them for the soundtrack. I am always amazed how well music lends itself to restructuring and re-imagining. Lastly, I have
utilized Mozart's Requiem for the final 10 minutes of the work.
I also was able to get through half of the rough cut and put in the verbiage. This takes a great deal of writing on the fly and
reediting and I believe that the process of getting the storytelling correct with take many attempts as the piece goes through
many editing changes and presents different course changes in the character presentations. In any case I am almost ready to
critique the rough cut with my adviser privately and then hopefully move into the next stage of effects, color corrections,
textures and other experimental treatments.

A PROFOUND CREATIVE GIFT; FEBRUARY 14, 2013
I had two very valuable critiques today when I presented my work both privately with my adviser Professor Eric Homan and
then later in class with Professor Matt Mohr and visiting guest artist President Denny Griffith. While the rough cut is difficult to
assess at this stage Eric indicated he felt that the footage was visually very strong with its quality in the cinematography
(production values were strong.) We walked through the cut and I received feedback on timing and style, but a more
comprehensive critique will come in a couple of weeks when I truly get it edited in a form that feedback is possible on the style
and aesthetic values.
My second critique was so helpful from both Matt and Denny as well as my many classmates chiming in because it was in
agreement with the first critique in that I have a strong foundation in imagery. So much so that my discussion of decaying the
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footage and aging it brought suggestions of leaving it pristine and instead of going competently period with the music
(operatic), consider more modern treatments (ie using modernist compositions). There are plenty of examples of this in modern
film today (Sophia Coppola with Marie Antoinette etc.) At any other time, I would have been resistant, but timing is everything.
My visuals are laid out on the timeline and it is easy to experiment with music right now and the alternative of leaving the
footage pristine doesn't create more work, it actually lessens it. Therefore, it makes sense to do some experimentation in the
short term and seeing if this results in some new concepts. It is also entirely possible that several versions may be generated
from this exercise, which I find really exciting.
Yesterday, one particular lesson emerged that I realized I have come to fully embrace. Graduate school is a series of exercises to
push a student to consider the possibilities. This is not always easy, we as artists are usually in love with our own ideas and are
stubborn about our own visions. This can be good, even brilliant in some cases, but it also can be myopic for most of us.
Yesterday may have been the first time I felt no resistance to saying yes to the possibilities rather than saying yes and really
meaning a prophetic no (i.e. Yes, but really no, or Yes, but I'm agreeing to just prove you wrong later.) The idea of taking this
hugely period piece and flipping it on its ear with something unexpected sounds really enticing. It may not work because it was
built in a specific structure to accommodate a predesigned concept, however my whole goal with creating the cinematographic
novel was to do something different, so to embrace such a change is wonderfully open and ideas spring to mind. It was an
advancement of the concept that I knew was there but my attempt to put more modern music to the work was previously
limited to symphonic classical work. I just didn't reach far enough into the future to consider modernism or sound design as
harmonious with the work. It would then create all kinds of possibilities with the visuals as well. I liken these moments like this
in the creative process to the jump from silent to talkie, from black and white to color. They profoundly impact vision and
perception.
So many thanks to everyone for your opinions, guidance and ideas. For all the more than difficult critiques I have had to endure
over the last two years, this one was like the cool air of a storm front rolling in on a sweltering day.

EDITING #1; FEBRUARY 18, 2013
Two full days editing from 11am to 1am have resulted in a complete layout of the footage in the film. I am unsatisfied with some
short transitions in time and how they are conveyed but am confident it will take working with the footage and the timing to
relay to narrative.
I expect it will take another two weekends to get the work streamlined.

EDITING #2; FEBRUARY 25, 2013
A second-long weekend of 12-14 hour days in the editing suite. Because of the positive feedback on the strength of the visual
language and photography in the work I have opted to pull back from distressing the images. While this is my preference and I
will most certainly revisit decay in the image I may utilize it more for a re-telling of the story in a true graphic novel format after
the conclusion of this version. I also think I will complete this version as a more cinematic piece and re visit the motion graphics
to bring the illustration back into the project as a third incarnation.
For this edit, I have included numerous illustrative depictions of stills in the narrative as visual points throughout to the work. I
also decided to utilize manuscript depictions in the early parts of the work and transition to Daguerreotype effects for the last
scene with takes place in the 1840's, an accurate application for that time period. I believe the change in textures triggers a
subconscious understanding of the passage of time and allows for the last part of the film to convey a real time perspective. I
have also limited my use of the write on tools to the end of the film for that same reason, to give the effect that the viewer is
watching the story in real time.

EDITING #3; MARCH 4, 2013
The work is nearly finished, and I have all of the clips in place and only special effects to work on. These include. lighting,
scientific lab electricity and gun fire. I will be suing both compositing in Final Cut as well as exporting clips into After Effects to
create lighting and electrical effects. It has been suggested that I layer in some real sound effects which is proving to be a nice
addition to the story and does not seem to be detrimental to the basic premise of the work.
I have been considering carefully the text in the work. While I hear a great deal of critique regarding the written word in Pandora
in lieu of a dialogue track, I am convinced it is the correct choice. My own love for reading and the act of writing has led me to
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get to the root of this need to leave the spoken word unsaid. In my own mind, when I read a story it is filled with sound, color
and movement. I suppose to create this kind of work is to give the viewer my exact experience in the telling. Nietzsche
espoused that the act of reading is a creative act in overcoming the text, and it is that very process I hope to engage in the
viewer. The protagonist, Mary Shelley, is a writer and the story is about her writing her first great work Frankenstein. My goal
was to take the viewer on that journey with her, to understand and feel the weight of the written word and to engage it in its
invocation of the realizations of the story. The written word here is a character of its own, it is a narrator of different voices
whether it is Mary's telling or Ben's journal and flashbacks. Tzvetan Todorov in "Reading as Construction” argued that reading
as an act is construction and that process necessitates the imagination of the reader. I find that when I engage in activities of an
older time, like watching silent films, or walking instead of driving, writing a letter instead of emailing, that a rediscovered luxury
is found. Slowing down in most cases, for me, slows time itself and the senses become more attuned, and a clarity illuminates
the muddled and hurried mind. These are all observations to the large looming question of "why use the written word," a
question that is central to this work...

SPECIAL EFFECTS; MARCH 11, 2013
I am making a final mad dash to finish the first "finished" version of Pandora. I did a long critique with Eric Homan and Kon
Petrochuk on Wednesday and took notes on a lot of details. Most of these include slight errors in the fade points, typographical
errors due to the script font being difficult to read at times and corrections in timing. Pandora is approx 35 minutes long,
without credits. Eric and Kon were very positive with feedback and if I can relate their sentiments, I think it is appropriate to
relate that they thought the work was good. I only had the special effects to finish and needed some refreshers on aftereffects.
Eric was kind to lend me his teaching notes and I spent the rest of the weekend finishing the work.
I had a secondary goal to finishing early in that my work from last semester, "Stark Justice" was accepted into the New Media
Film Festival in LA and a second film festival that is happening that same week in June has a deadline of the 10th of March. I
wanted to not only submit Stark Justice but also Pandora. Mission accomplished, I was able to get this version done and burned
to DVD's to send off in time.
Now that Pandora is finished, I will take some time to have it critiqued thoroughly and make changes accordingly. I will also be
working on a trailer and a website for the piece. For consideration is also a screening of some sort. I was not in support of this
initially, but the nature of the finished product may be adapted to a large screen at this point. Stay tuned.
I also may have time to play with a more modern soundtrack version or even some graphic novel examples as we get close to
our deadlines. I will be showing the work in the gallery show in a small viewing room that will include some ephemera form the
film. I will also need to work on some of the traditional PR materials that go with such a project, flier with website and online
presence etc. I may also work in a bit of augmented reality with one of the scientific sculptures that was in the film...
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